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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

Avvikande eller förändrad kroppssammansättning är centralt del i många av de större utmaning-
ar som vården står inför. Vi blir allt äldre och allt fler drabbas av sarkopeni (förlust av muskelvo-
lym och styrka). Samtidigt ökar andelen av befolkningen som lider av fetma (ett BMI över 30),
vilket för med sig en ökad risk för bland annat typ 2 diabetes, hjärt- och kärlsjukdomar samt
vissa sorters cancer. På befolkningsnivå ses starka samband mellan BMI risk för sjukdom, men
BMI räcker ofta inte till för att precist avgöra en individs risk för specifika sjukdomar.

Aktuell forskning har visat att fettets fördelning i kroppen, och hur fett lagras in i olika organ så
som levern, kan ge en bättre förståelse om den individuella risken för sjukdom och dödlighet.
Ett tydligt exempel är att en person med bukfetma har en större risk för metabola sjukdomar,
jämfört med en som primärt lagrar fett under huden. Två personer med samma mängd fett kan
alltså ha två olika riskprofiler. Problemet är att det finns få kliniska verktyg för att göra nog-
granna och detaljerade mätningar av fettfördelningen inuti kroppen. De som finns är antingen
indirekta, opraktiska eller kräver ingrepp så som biopsier. Mer precisa mätinstrument skulle ge
vården möjlighet att säkrare bedöma vilka specifika risker en individ står inför, hur en behand-
ling påverkar kroppen och skräddarsy behandlingen därefter.

Magnetisk resonanstomografi (MRT) anses av många vara den mest noggranna metoden för att
mäta hur fett och andra vävnader är fördelade i kroppen. Kroppssammansättning mäts oftast
genom att en operatör definierar vad som är vad i MRT-bilderna, och sedan beräknas volymen
av varje område. För fettmätning innebär det att en operatör måste välja vilka delar av bilderna
som består av fettvävnad och vilka som inte gör det. Bättre vore om bilden var kvantitativ, så
att dess intensitet avspeglade mängden fettvävnad. Med sådana bilder behöver operatören en-
dast definiera vilket område som det skall mätas fettvävnad inom. En sådan uppgift är både mer
tidseffektiv och enklare att automatisera.

I den här avhandlingen presenteras hur en kvantitativ MRT-metod kallad fett-refererad MRT
kan implementeras i praktiken. Fett-refererad MRT skapar en bild utav allt fett i kroppen, där
alla bildvärden representerar andelen fettvävnad. Avhandlingen visar att metoden är okänslig
för den ursprungliga kontrasten i bilderna som fett-refererad MRT använder som indata, vilket
gör det troligt att fett-refererad MRT kommer mäta samma kroppskomposition, oavsett MRT-
kamera.

Avhandlingen undersöker också om fett-refereradMRT kan användas för attmäta brunt fett. Till
skillnad från vitt fett, som lagrar energi, så förbränner brunt fett energi för att generera värme.
Det bruna fettet har med andra ord en unik funktion i kroppen, och dess påverkan på metabolis-
men och sjuklighet studeras för närvarande flitigt. De högupplösta och kvantitativa bilder som
den fett-refererade metoden genererar visade sig lämpliga för brun fettmätning i råtta. Metoden
användes sedan till att leta efter brunt fett i människa, där den identifierade brunt fett mellan
skulderbladen. Det bruna fettet mellan skulderbladen visade sig dessutom vara av en typ som
ingen observerat i människor tidigare. Avhandlingen presenterar även hur brunt fett kan analy-
seras automatiskt, genom att använda anatomiska atlaser och fett-refererad MRT.

Avhandlingen visar attmätning av kroppssammansättning baserat på fett-refereradMRTär både
noggrann och precis. Den visar också att metoden kan användas för att mäta brunt fett. Därför
bör fett-refereradMRT utgöra en bra grund för framtida applikationer för detaljeradmätning av
kroppssammansättning.
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ABSTRACT

The amount and distribution of adipose and lean tissues has been shown to be predictive of mor-
tality andmorbidity inmetabolic disease. Traditionally these risks are assessed by anthropomet-
ric measurements based on weight, length, girths or the bodymass index (BMI). Thesemeasure-
ments are predictive of risks on a population level, where a too low or a too high BMI indicates an
increased risk of both mortality and morbidity. However, today a large part of the world’s pop-
ulation belong to a group with an elevated risk according to BMI, many of which will live long
and healthy lives. Thus, better instruments are needed to properly direct health-care resources
to those who need it the most.

Medical imagingmethod can go beyond anthropometrics. Tomographicmodalities, such asmag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI), canmeasure howwehave stored fat in and around organs. These
measurements can eventually lead to better individual risk predictions. For instance, a tendency
to store fat as visceral adipose tissue (VAT) is associated with an increased risk of diabetes type
2, cardio-vascular disease, liver disease and certain types of cancer. Furthermore, liver fat is
associated with liver disease, diabetes type 2. Brown adipose tissue (BAT), is another emerg-
ing componemt of body-composition analysis. While the normal white adipose tissue stores fat,
BAT burns energy to produce heat. This unique property makes BAT highly interesting, from a
metabolic point of view.

Magnetic resonance imaging can both accurately and safelymeasure internal adipose tissue com-
partments, and the fat infiltration of organs. Which is whyMRI is often considered the reference
method for non-invasive body-composition analysis. The two major challenges of MRI based
body-composition analysis are, the between-scanner reproducibility and a cost-effective analy-
sis of the images. This thesis presents a complete implementation of fat-referenced MRI, a tech-
nique that produces quantitative images that can increase both inter-scanner and automation of
the image analysis.

WithMRI, it is possible to construct imageswherewater and fat are separated into paired images.
In these images, it easy to depict adipose tissue and lean tissue structures. This thesis takes
water-fat MRI one step further, by introducing a quantitative framework called fat-referenced
MRI. By calibrating the image using the subjects’ own adipose tissue (paper II), the otherwise
non-quantitative fat images are made quantitative. In these fat-referenced images it is possible
to directly measure the amount of adipose tissue in different compartments. This quantitative
property makes image analysis easy and accurate, as lean and adipose tissues can be separated
on a sub-voxel level. Fat-referenced MRI further allows the quantification and characterization
of BAT.

This thesis work starts by formulating a method to produce water-fat images (paper I) based on
two gradient recall images, i.e. 2-point Dixon images (2PD). It furthers shows that fat-referenced
2PD images can be corrected for T ∗2 , making the 2PD body-composition measurements compa-
rable with confounder-corrected Dixon measurements (paper III).

Both the water-fat separationmethod and fat image calibration are applied to BAT imaging. The
methodology is first evaluated in an animal model, where it is shown that it can detect both BAT
browning and volume increase following cold acclimatization (paper IV). It is then applied to
postmortem imaging, were it is used to locate interscapular BAT in human infants (paper V).
Subsequent analysis of biopsies, taken based on the MRI images, showed that the interscapular
BAT was of a type not previously believed to exist in humans. In the last study, fat-referenced
MRI is applied to BAT imaging of adults. As BAT structures are difficult to locate inmany adults,
the methodology was also extended with a multi-atlas segmentation methods (paper VI).
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In summary, this thesis shows that fat-referencedMRI is a quantitative method that can be used

for body-composition analysis. It also shows that fat-referenced MRI can produce quantitative

high-resolution images, a necessity for many BAT applications.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

The art of body-composition analysis is the art of determining the building
blocks of the body. Depending on the purpose, the body can be decomposed
with various granularity. This granularity can be divided into five levels; 1,
atomic; 2, molecular; 3, cellular; 4, tissue-system; and 5, whole body [1]. Al-
though there exist a multitude of body-composition methods, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) is likely the most versatile modality that can be applied
to this purpose. With anMRI scanner, it is possible to quantify many aspects
ranging from level 2 trough 5 non-invasively. For instance, quantitative MRI
and spectroscopy can be used to measure absolute quantification of creati-
nine and other metabolites in the brain (level 2)[2, 3], the fat mass (level 2)
[4, 5], the extracellular space (level 3)[6], and a plurality of MRI techniques
can be used to measure tissue volumes (level 4).

This thesis presents a complete implementation of a quantitative MRI
technique called fat-referenced MRI, with applications to body-composition
analysis and brown adipose tissue (BAT) imaging. As will be shown, fat-
referencedMRI corresponds to the local fat amount relative the fat amount in
adipose tissue (AT), which makes it ideal for level 4 body-composition mea-
surements, such as visceral adipose tissue (VAT) volume, subcutaneous adi-
pose tissue (SAT) volume and various non-AT volumes. Figure 1.1 illustrates
some of the many measurements that are possible based on fat-referenced
MR-images.

1.1 Tomographic Body-Composition Analysis

Determining the amount and distribution of AT and lean tissues (LT) can pro-
vide vital informationwhenmonitoringmetabolic disorders, wasting diseases
or just the general fitness level. The most commonly used body-composition
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1. I

Figure 1.1: Example of the many body-composition measurements that can
be measured based on water-fat MRI images and fat-referenced MRI. Image
courtesy of AMRAMedical AB ©AMRAMedical AB

measurements are derived from anthropometric whole-body measurements
(level 5), such as length, weight and circumferences. Themost commonbody-
compositionmeasurement is likely the bodymass index (BMI, kg/m2), where
the weight is normalized by the height squared. The BMI is an indirect mea-
surement of body fat, and has been shown to predict metabolic risks of popu-
lations. Inmany cases, BMI lacks the precision to assesmetabolic risks on the
individual level [7]. To determine individual metabolic risks, better precision
is achieved by targeting the abdominal fat and its distribution. Examples of
abdominal anthropometric measurements are waist circumference, waist to
hip ratio and abdominal height. Compared to BMI, measurement of central
obsity is a more precise risk predictor in the obese [8]. Central obesity mea-
surments (such as waist circumference) are less influenced by the amount
of LT, and more sensitive to the VAT–SAT distribution. However, within the
range of normalwaist circumferences there is still large variations in the VAT-
SAT distribution, as has been demonstrated by Thomas et al. [9]. There are
many benefits of more accurate and precise body-composition methods, as
they would allowmore sensitive diagnosis andmonitoring of intervention ef-
fects. From a scientific perspective, increased precision allows earlier detec-
tion of treatment effects (so fewer subjects need to be included in a study) or a
shorter intervention time, which result in both ethical and financial benefits.

A range of studies have shown that the AT and fat distribution within the
body is associated with various morbidities. Visceral fat has been observed
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1.1. Tomographic Body-Composition Analysis

to have a positive association with cardiac risks [10–13], type 2 diabetes risk
[12, 13], liver inflammation and fibrosis risks [14], and risk for certain types
of cancer [15, 16]. The fact that VAT can be a strong predictor of metabolic
risk factors has been observed in 3001 subjects of the Framingham Heart
Study [17]. In this study, both VAT and SAT showed positive associations
with metabolic risk factors. However, when including anthropometrics in
the model, only VAT remained a significant factor. The Framingham Heart
Study also observed that VAT was particularly predictive of metabolic risk
factors in women [17], a result that was later reproduced in 2983 subjects in
the Netherlands Epidemiology of Obesity study [18]. Although VATmay be a
good predictor of metabolic risks in itself, there may exist interaction effects
with other compartments. For instance, Demerath et al. [19] observed that
elevated abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue (ASAT) can be protective in
individuals with elevated VAT, which illustrates that the distribution between
compartments is an important factor to consider. Two other examples of ec-
topic fat accumulation that cannot be directly measured without imaging or
biopsies, are liver fat and muscle fat infiltration (MFI). From a risk assess-
ment and treatment monitoring perspective, liver fat is interesting as it can
be predictive of fibrosis, cirrhosis, and cancer [20, 21] and type 2 diabetes [20,
22]. Muscle fat is another ectopic fat depotwhich is associatedwith decreased
mobility [23] and type 2 diabetes risk [24].

The various lean tissues of the body are also of importance in body-
composition analysis. Besides being a potential confounder for fat measure-
ment, LT is often themain reason for doing a body-composition analysis. One
such case is the study and diagnosis of sarcopenia, the loss of muscle volume
and function due to aging, which is a growing issue as the average lifespan
increases. Today sarcopenia is associated with a large portion of the health
care costs in many western countries [25].

Tomographic imaging is often considered a ”gold standard” for body-
composition analysis, as the internal anatomy can be observed in tomo-
graphic images. Based on such images, both LT and AT compartments can
be separated and quantified with inherently good accuracy. Magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) can not only produce images in which AT and LT can be
separated, it can also measure the fat accumulation of lean tissues, by either
imaging or spectroscopy. This ability to separate adipose from lean compart-
ments, and to characterize the fat accumulation in organs, allows detailed
descriptions of an individual’s fat storage pattern and LT distribution. This
multi-parameter description of the body is the basis for a concept called body-
composition profiling. In a range of abstracts, we have shown that such a
multi-parametric description of the individual can predict the propensity of
diabetes [26] and health care burden (accumulated hospital nights) [27–29].
With additional prospective studies, this body-composition profilingmethod-
ologymay provide precise individual disease risk predictions, especially com-
bined with patient history.
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Despite themany possible benefits of tomographic body-composition pro-
filing, the translation into the clinic has been slow, likely due to a combina-
tion of the cost of CT or MRI scan time, the expertise needed to analyze the
images and a lack of standardized measurements and definitions. For a tech-
nique to succeed in the translation into the clinic, its value must outweigh
both risks and cost. Thus, safety, availability, ease of use and reproducibility
are all important technical aspects. These aspects are also important during
the development of a clinical application, as without them, it is challenging
to show the benefit. The demand of reproducibility is especially challenging
when basing the measurements on MR images, as the images are generally
non-quantitative and there is a large range of possible image contrasts and
variation between scanners.

As stated above, MR images are generally not quantitative, i.e. the image
intensities do not represent any physical unit. Furthermore, both the tissue
signal level and between-tissue contrasts can vary over the image. As the in-
tensities of quantitative MR images can be directly interpreted, they provide
the perfect base for objective measurements that are independent of scanner.
A quantitative MRI technique with applications in body-composition analy-
sis (in this thesis referred to as fat-referenced MRI) was independently pub-
lished by Hu and Nayak [4] and Dahlqvist Leinhard et al. [30] in 2008. The
principle is to calibrate water-fat separated MRI images, using the fat signal
from the subjects’ own AT as an intensity reference. By relating the fat signal
of each voxel to the fat intensity in AT, a quantitative fat-referenced image
is produced. The local intensity in this calibrated image corresponds to the
local amount of AT. Or, as fat can be stored in non-AT a more accurate def-
inition of the calibrated image’s unit is the ”AT-equivalent fat amount”, i.e.
the amount of fat in the relation to the amount of fat in AT. These calibrated
images will be referred to as relative fat content (RFC) images. The calibra-
tion process limits the effect of T1 saturation [4, 31] and resolution [4, 32].
This thesis aims to show that the fat-referencing technique offers good re-
producibility properties by either removing or reducing many potential error
sources, and that it is a good foundation for clinical body-composition appli-
cations. The reproducibility properties should make it possible to build the
knowledge base needed to provide, and prove, clinical relevance. Although
proving the clinical significance is outside the scope of this thesis, the work
has started in parallel with it. For instance, the UK Biobank Imaging Study
mayprovide the prospective data needed for clinical body-composition profil-
ing applications, as the study collects images suitable for fat-referenced body-
composition analysis, and the study will eventually include 100 000 subjects.
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1.2 Brown Adipose Tissue

Another tissue type, that has gathered a lot of interest in the research commu-
nity during the last decade, is BAT. While white adipose tissue (WAT) stores
energy as fat, BAT uses energy to produce heat without work. By expressing
uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), themitochondria of BAT releases energy as heat
instead of ATP. This ability to produce heat is important for many mammals,
as it allows the animal to keep warm without movement (i.e. nonshivering
thermogenesis). Especially small mammals benefit from this source of heat,
due to a large surface area in relation to muscle mass. Furthermore, BAT can
either share the same precursor cells asmuscle cells, and is then called classic
BAT, or WAT precursor cells, in which case it is called beige or brite AT.

It is only through recent advances in PET/CT imaging, and the inter-
pretation of the images, it became apparent that adult humans have active
BAT [33–35]. The current gold standards for BAT imaging are PET/CT and
PET/MR, which images the BATmetabolism. However, BAT can be depicted
by either CT or MRI alone [36]. For MRI, BAT has been characterized by ei-
ther water-fat imaging [37–41], T ∗2 [38, 42] or more novel approaches like
Zero-Quantum Coherence [43, 44]. The field is still in the early stages of
mapping the true effects BAT has on the metabolism, and its association with
metabolic disease. A range of smaller studies have shown metabolic asso-
ciations, for instance Entringer et al. observed that newborn with lower fat
fraction in the supraclavicular BAT (sBAT) depot were leaner after 6 months
[45], similarlyHu et al. observed that sBATwas inversely associatedwithBMI
during childhood [38], and Koksharova et al. that BAT was associated with
insulin sensitivity in adults [46].

The fat content of a voxel is themost common contrast mechanics utilized
in BATMR-imaging. There are some shifts in T1 and T2 of BAT water relative
to the WAT water signal [37], but these contrasts may be hard to use in prac-
tice. In water-fat MRI, BAT is identified by its location and its lower fat con-
centration relative to WAT [37–41]. The main drawback of water-fat based
BAT imaging is the lack of specificity, as the BAT appearing contrast could
originate from combinations of WAT-LT. Thus, image resolution can be vital
in water-fat based BAT imaging. Moreover, in adults there can be very subtle
changes in the fat concentration of the sBAT depot. As will be shown, fat-
referenced MRI can quantify fat with a high SNR and can potentially detect
smaller changes in BAT-fat concentration.

1.3 Chemical-Shift Water-Fat MRI

The field ofMRphysics is vast, and the theory needed to completely follow the
generation of an MR image ranges from quantum-physics, to image analysis,
via electrical engineering. The aim of this chapter is mainly to summarize the
theory behind chemical-shift based water-fat MRI, on a level that illustrates
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the many problems that fat-referenced MRI can and cannot solve. Through-
out this thesis, water-fat MRI implies that the images were generated based
on the chemical shift mechanism. For an in depth description of the MRI
physics related to water-fat MRI, I highly recommend Berglund’s Phd thesis
[47].

Magnetic resonance imaging is commonly based on the precession of pro-
tons around the axis of a strong and static magnetic field. The proton can be
seen as a magnet, and represented by a magnetization vector. This vector
either aligns itself with or against the main magnetic field (B0) of the scan-
ner. The protons will have a small preference for aligning themselves with the
field. This unbalanced alignment results in a combined magnetic field, that
can be represented by a net magnetization vector M0. When placed in B0,
the protons will precess around theB0 axis at the Larmor frequency, given by
γB0, where γ (rad/(s ⋅T )) is the gyro-magnetic ratio. At clinically relevantB0

strengths, the Larmor frequency of the proton will be in the radio frequency
range. Once reaching equilibrium in B0, the protons will precess incoher-
ently. Coherent precession can be formed by applying a magnetic field B1

that rotates at the Larmor frequency. The application of B1 both creates co-
herence and shifts part of the net magnetization into the plane perpendicular
to B0. The net magnetization perpendicular to B0,Mxy , will induce currents
in coils tuned at that frequency. This resonating signal, that follows the appli-
cation ofB1, is called the free induction decay (FID). TheB1 field is normally
applied under a short duration and is called the RF pulse (as it is in the range
of radio frequencies). The angle betweenM and theB0 axis after the RF pulse
is called the flip angle, or simply α. The effect of the RF-pulse and the follow-
ing FID is illustrated in figures 1.2 and 1.3.

The threemain tissue properties that generate the contrast inMRI images
are proton density (PD), T1 relaxation and T2 relaxation. See figure 1.2 for an
illustration of how the netmagnetization is affected by T1 and T2. Proton den-
sity corresponds to the number of protons that generates the MR signal, i.e.
the maximal magnitude ofM0. Furthermore, on a micro- and nano level, the
proton is affected by the interactions with other particles in its surrounding,
as well as other quantum phenomena. These interactions result in many of
the different tissue contrasts that can be achieved by MRI. Thermal motion
will remove the energy induced by B1, and lead to a realignment of the net
magnetization along the B0 axis. This process is called the spin-lattice relax-
ation, and is described by T1. In addition to the realignment described by T1,
protons will also lose coherence due to loss and gain of energy. This results
in a loss of coherence which dephase the signal, thus, decreasing Mxy . This
dephasing generates the T2 contrast. In some cases, the MRI experiment will
also be sensitive to variations in the main magnetic field B0, which will lead
to a faster loss of coherence called T ∗2 , where T

∗
2 < T2.

Another modulator of the net magnetization vector is the chemical shift
between protons, which describes the protons’ frequency offsets relative to
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1.3. Water-Fat MRI

Figure 1.2: The effect of a 90○ RF pulse on the net magnetization vector is
seen in the top left illustration. The T1 relaxation describes the return of the
netmagnetization vector toB0 axis (z-axis), as illustrate in the topmiddle and
bottom left illustrations. The T2 relaxation is caused by the loss of coherence,
which dephases the signal and reduce theMxy component. The dephasing is
illustrated to the top right, and the loss ofMxy magnetization is illustrated to
the bottom right.

the Larmor frequency of a reference. These offsets are the main focus in (nu-
clear) magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and water-fat MRI. From an
MR imaging perspective, the main chemical-shift contributor is the magnetic
shielding of the proton, which is caused by the electron cloud surrounding
it. This magnetic shielding of the proton leads to an offset in resonance fre-
quency, called the chemical shift δ, defined as:

δj =
ωref − ωj

ωref
, (1.1)

where ωref is the precession frequency of a reference and ωj the precession
frequency of a proton with chemical shift δj . The chemical shift is often re-
ported in parts per million (ppm). The magnitude of the chemical shift is
dependent on the local electron cloud, and thus on the molecule it is bound
to and where in that molecule it is located. Water molecules are ordered
such that the two protons share the same chemical shift, while more complex
molecules, like the lipids of fat, have a total of 6 to 7 distinguishable chemical
shifts [48, 49]. In clinical MRI scanners, the chemical shifts between water
protons and lipid protons are in the order of a few hundred Hz, which is sev-
eral orders ofmagnitude lower than the Larmor frequency (that is in theMHz
range).
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In addition to themainmagnet and the RF coil, anMRI scanner has a gra-
dient system, i.e. a set of coils that can create magnetic gradients that make
the field strength non-uniform within the imaging area. The gradient sys-
tem is used to manipulate the Larmor frequency, and hence the precession
frequency of the protons; thus, controlling where the RF pulse will be effec-
tive and how the FID behaves. A common way to produce an MR image is
to manipulate the FID to form a series of echoes, a process that usually re-
quires repeated applications of the RF-pulse. The interval between RF pulses
is called the repetition time (TR), and the time between the RF-pulse and the
center of the echo is called the echo time (TE). The combination of RF pulses
and gradients is called a sequence, and an application of an MRI sequence
(with a given parameter set) is called an experiment. An example of a gradi-
ent recalled echo (GRE) sequence can be found in figure 1.3.

An important note to make is that the MR image is not only based on the
number of protons and relaxation effects, but also the procession frequency
of the protons. Thus, a voxel in an MR image is complex (C) and has both
a magnitude and a phase angle. For many applications, the phase informa-
tion is discarded, as it is affected by a range of confounding factors and can
make the image hard to interpret. The phase does, however, contain useful
information regarding the local magnetic properties that affect the protons,
as illustrated in 1.4. Important to water-fat MRI is that the phase of GRE
images is sensitive to chemical shift differences between water and lipids.

Gradient Recalled Echo Imaging

Water-fat MRI is based on the chemical-shift. In GRE imaging, the chemi-
cal shift induces interference between water- and lipid-bound protons. After
the RF-pulse has ended, the water-and fat components of the signal will pre-
cess at slightly different frequencies; thus, creating a pattern of constructive
and destructive interference. As illustrated in figure 1.4, this pattern can be
observed by sampling the resonating signal at specific TEs.

Gradient recall echo sequences make out a family of sequences [50] that
use the gradient coils to produce echoes. The echoes are formed by period-
ically de-phasing and re-phasing the FID, see figure 1.3. In this thesis, the
acronym GRE is used to represent this family of sequences. Central to water-
fat MRI, is that GRE sequences can form multiple echoes with unique TEs.
Moreover, multiple echoes can be formed for each TR, which is time efficient,
or more repetitions can be made with shifted TEs between each repetition,
which allows TE flexibility. The echoes acquired at each TE are combined to
form MR images, and the images form a time series. In this time series, the
water-fat interference pattern and T ∗2 decay of each voxel can be observed.
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Figure 1.3: The basic principle of the multi-echo GRE sequence is to use a
readout gradient (GR) to dephase and rephase the FID, such that echoes are
formed. As the rephasing gradient only rephase the contribution caused by
the dephasing gradients, the signal decayswithT ∗2 andbecomesmodulated by
the chemical shift. Several echoes can be read out within one TR by repeated
de- and re-phasing of the FID.

Equation 1.2 describes the complex GRE signal in a frame that rotates at ωref .

sGRE(r,TE ,TR, α)

= k(r,TE)∑
j

gj(r,TE ,TR, α(r)) ⋅ pj ⋅ e−iγ(B0⋅δj+∆B0(r))TE−TE/T ∗2,j(r). (1.2)

This general signal model describes a voxel at the location r that contains
protons with different contrast properties and chemical shifts.

∆B0 ∈ R,

describes the inhomogeneity of B0,

k(r,TE) ∈ C,

models experimental factors relating to coil sensitivity, receiver gain, eddy
currents e.t.c.,

gj(r,TE ,TR, α(r)) ∈ R

models the T1 or T2 contrast of protons of type j, which is spatially dependent
due to the RF pulse profile and its interactions with the tissue,

pj ∈ R
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(a) op GRE (b) ip GRE

Figure 1.4: These GRE images illustrate the complex MR-image. The phase
of each voxel has been color coded to show both the magnitude and phase si-
multaneously. (a) illustrates the chemical shift-induced phase shift between
AT and LT. In this image, the phase shift between water and fat is at its maxi-
mum. (b) shows a later echowhere there is no interference betweenwater and
fat. The accumulated phase error introduced by variations in B0 can be seen
by comparing (a) to (b), where the background phase changes more rapidly
in (b) compared to (a).

is the number of protons of type j in the voxel,

e−iγB0⋅δj ⋅TE ∈ C

models the phase contribution caused by the chemical shift of protons of type
j at the echo time TE, and

e−TE/T ∗2 (r) ∈ R

models the T ∗2 coherence loss of type j protons at the echo time TE.
To keep the equations clean throughout the remainder of the thesis, it is

assumed that signal equations represent a voxel r and function arguments
will be dropped once defined, so that equation 1.2 becomes:

sGRE = k∑
j

gj ⋅ pj ⋅ e−iγ(B0⋅δj+∆B0)TE−TE/T ∗2,j . (1.3)

Worth noting is that the saturation gj is dependent on the exact im-
plementation of the GRE sequence, which for instance, can include spoiler
gradients/RF-pulses or combined with inversion pulses. The implementa-
tion of the GRE sequence will produce specific T2 and T1 contrasts. The ex-
act execution of a GRE sequence can vary both within and between scanners.
Variations in pulse sequence design combined with the spatially varying flip
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1.3. Water-Fat MRI

angle (caused by B+1 inhomogeneity), makes gj hard to model in many cases,
and especially so from a cross-scanner reproducibility perspective. As will
become apparent, one of the main strengths of the fat-referencing technique
is that gj does not have to be modeled explicitly.

For GRE-based water-fat imaging, it is common to express the signal
equations in a rotating frame in which water is the reference. In such a frame,
all frequencies are specified relative towater, and the chemical shift δj is given
by:

δj =
ωwater − ωj

ωwater
. (1.4)

In this rotating frame, the relative phase angle at an echo time (TE) becomes
γB0δj ⋅TE radians.

Furthermore, the total fat signal is the sum of protons with various chemi-
cal shifts. These chemical shifts are due to variations in the lipid chain lengths
and molecular bound placements. A common assumption is that the lipid
composition of fat is constant, and can be represented by a static model, l,
with fixed chemical shifts and relative amplitudes:

l = ∑
j∈fat

cj ⋅ e−iγB0δj ⋅TE ∈ C, (1.5)

where
cj =

pj

∑
u∈fat

pu
. (1.6)

The GRE equation can be further simplified by assuming that the GRE
signal only originates from lipid and water protons, and that lipids share a
common T ∗2 . Then the GREmodel of equation 1.3 can be reformulated based
on the water and fat components:

s = (w ⋅ e−TE/T ∗2,w + f ⋅ l ⋅ e−TE/T ∗2,f )e−iγ⋅∆B0⋅TE , (1.7)

where w and f are the water and fat signal components and are defined as:

w = k ⋅ gw ⋅ pw, (1.8a)
f = k ⋅ gf ⋅ pf , (1.8b)

where pf is the total number of lipid-bound protons in fat, and pw the to-
tal number of water-bound protons. Equation 1.7 is often further simplified
by either assuming a single T ∗2 -decay term, or by using a less complex lipid
model.

Water-Fat MRI

The principle of water-fat separated imaging based on the chemical shift was
first published in 1984 by Thomas W. Dixon [51]. The fundamental principle
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of water-fat imaging is that the water and fat components of the MR signal
can be separated using the magnitude and phase of GRE images acquired at
specific TEs. Since 1984, a number ofwater-fat separationmethodshave been
developed. These methods can be classified based on a few properties related
to the image data they require, in particular the number of echoes, and the
optimal phase angles between water and fat at those echoes.

The echoes used in water-fat MRI are often called points, and most Dixon
methods will ether use two echoes (two-point Dixon or 2PD), or more (multi-
point Dixon or nPD). The number of echoes required is dictated by the num-
ber of parameters in the signal model, i.e. to solve for w, f and T ∗2 , nPD is
required.

In addition to the number of echoes, there are also symmetric and asym-
metric water-fat separation methods. These put different constraints on the
TEs of the GRE images. The symmetric methods assume in-phase echoes
(ip), where arg(l) = 0, and opposite-phase echoes (op), where arg(l) = π. This
implies that the GRE signal s can be represented as a real-valued signal cor-
rupted by a phase-offset given by the magnetic field inhomogeneity∆B0 and
experimental factors k. Provided that the errors introduced by∆B0 and k can
be eliminated from the op images, and assuming no T ∗2 decay, then the water
and fat components can be directly separated:

2w2PD = ∣∣ip∣∣2 + op ⋅ eiγ⋅∆B0⋅TEop−arg(k) = (w + f) + (w − f) (1.9a)
2f2PD = ∣∣ip∣∣2 − op ⋅ eiγ⋅∆B0⋅TEop−arg(k) = (w + f) − (w − f). (1.9b)

However, finding the phase error −iγ ⋅∆B0 ⋅TEop + arg(k) is not trivial, and
a range of methods have been proposed. If time allows, parts of the phase
error can be determined by adding an echo [52–54] ¹. As additional echoes
prolong the scan time, other methods have focused on determining the phase
error from the images themselves. The phase error can be eliminated by inte-
grating phase differences between voxels, amethod called phase unwrapping.
The phase unwrapping problem has been approached by region growing al-
gorithms [55] or global minimum-norm methods [56–58].

The benefit of asymmetric 2PDmethods is that there is a higher degree of
flexibility in selecting the TEs for the two echoes. From a separation perspec-
tive, there will be more information available as both the spatial and tempo-
ral phase evolution carry information, which has been exploited in a range
of water-fat separation methods [59–61]. The drawback of asymetric meth-
ods is that they aremore sensitive to phase errors introduced by experimental
factors k, such as eddy currents that can introduce echo-specific phase-errors.

Multi-echo Dixon methods are generally characterized by more complex
signal models compared to 2PD, which allows for corrections of more con-
founders. Thus, nPD can producemore accuratewater- and fat-separated im-

¹Although thesemethods do collectmore than 2 echoes, they are closer tomodern 2PDmeth-
ods than modern nPD methods
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1.3. Water-Fat MRI

ages compared to 2PD images. Themostwell described family of nPDmethod
is the IDEAL (iterative decomposition of water and fat with echo asymmetry
and least squares estimation) family that was first published in 2003 [62].
The fundamental concept of IDEAL is to separate the water and fat compo-
nents of a voxel by fitting a parametric model to the time series of the voxel
(with some spatial constraints on∆B0). Since the original IDEAL , the signal
model has been extended to include both the lipid spectrum and T ∗2 [63]. The
most common nPD signal model is:

s = (w + f ⋅ l)e−iγ⋅∆B0⋅TE−TE/T ∗2 , (1.10)

where the difference from equation 1.7 is that a single T ∗2 component is as-
sumed. The assumption of a single T ∗2 is justified asmost tissue are either fat-
or water-dominant, and T ∗2,f estimates will be unreliable in water-dominant
tissue, and vice versa for T ∗2,w in fat dominant tissue [64].
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CHAPTER2
Aims And Thesis Outline

2.1 Thesis Aims

The main aim of this thesis work was to design and evaluate a complete so-
lution for fat-referenced MRI, from water-fat image reconstruction to appli-
cations in body-composition analysis and BAT analysis. When broken down
the following specific aims were identified:

Aim 1 To develop a water-fat separation method that can reliably separate
water-fat from in-phase/opposite-phase images

Aim 2 To further formalize fat-reference MRI and its relation to both tissue
properties and other quantitative methods

Aim 3 To develop a calibration method that can be applied to whole-body fat-
referenced MRI

Aim 4 To evaluate fat-referencedMRI as a base for body-composition analysis

Aim 5 To evaluate fat-referencedMRI as a base for brown adipose tissue imag-
ing

2.2 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 3 goes deeper into water-fat MRI based on symmetrically sampled
images, and summarizes the water-fat separation method of paper I.

Chapter 4 introduces the theory behind fat-referenced MRI, based on
a three-compartment tissue model. As there have been little room for the
fat-referenced MRI theory in most of the publications that have utilized the
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method, this is the most complete description of fat-referenced MRI to date.
The chapter also illustrates the methodology’s dependency on the interpola-
tion method used, and how the interpolation method of paper II solves many
problems associated with water-fat imaging MRI.

Chapter 5 explains how fat-referenced MRI can be applied to body-
composition analysis. The chapter discuses the benefits of the technique and
its in-vivo performance. Based on paper III and a literature review, the cur-
rent state of knowledge regarding accuracy and precision of various body-
composition measurements based on fat-referenced MRI are presented.

Chapter 6 discuses the application of fat-referenced MRI to BAT charac-
terization and quantification. Beginning with the ability to depict and quan-
tify key characteristics of BAT based on the initial evaluation of fat-referenced
MRI in a rat model of paper IV, and then the characterization of BAT in hu-
mans which was the my main contribution to papers V and VI.
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CHAPTER3
Phase-Sensitive
Reconstruction

When thework leading up to this thesis begun, therewere no readily available
and robust water-fat separation software for whole-body imaging. Further-
more, a large number of datasets had already been acquired using two-point
symmetrically-sampled GRE. This need resulted in the development of the
phase-sensitive reconstruction (PSR) method of paper I.

Symmetrically sampled 2PD is a direct extension of the original method
proposed by Dixon [51]. The fundamental problem that symmetric 2PD
methods must solve is that of assigning the correct sign to each voxel in the
magnitude op images, or more specifically to removing the phase error ϕop of
the op images. The phase error is both dependent on B0 inhomogeneity and
other experimental factors k, and can be formulated as:

ϕop = −iγ ⋅∆B0 ⋅TEop + arg(k), (3.1)

and, if ϕop is known, the water and fat separation is given by:

w2PD = 0.5∣∣ip∣∣2 + 0.5op ⋅ e−ϕop = w (3.2a)
f2PD = 0.5∣∣ip∣∣2 − 0.5op ⋅ e−ϕop = f. (3.2b)

The main issue of finding ϕop , is that only the wrapped instantaneous
phase (ϕ̂op) can be observed. The concept of phase wrapping is illustrated
in figure 3.1. In the GRE images, the number of complete phase cycles is
unknown, and the instantaneous phase is wrapped into ] − π,π], i.e. ϕop =
ϕ̂op + n2π, where n is the number of complete cycles. Thus, the total phase
contribution of ∆B0 and k is unknown. In the early days of water-fat imag-
ing, the phase error was either reduced by shimming the magnet, or mapped
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3. P -S R

Figure 3.1: An example or phase wrapping in one dimension

using a reference ∆B0 acquired by imaging a phantom in a separate exper-
iment¹. However, using such methods can be cumbersome and unreliable,
as it is both difficult to properly shim large volumes and ∆B0 is affected by
the imaged anatomy. Expanding on the idea of Dixon, auto-calibrating 3PD
imaging was developed. These methods used an extra echo to measure the
phase error [52–54]. These methods could handle a larger range of possible
phase errors than previously, but at the cost of longer scan time, and an in-
ability to handle∆B0 outside of a set range. However, such methods are not
needed, provided that the phase contribution of ∆B0 and k is spatially con-
tinuous. Under this condition, the relative phase difference between neigh-
boring voxels can be used to compute the total phase contribution ϕop , an
operation called phase unwrapping.

Phase unwrapping relies on the observation that both ϕ̂op and ϕop share
the same spatial derivatives. The phase error, can thus, be mapped as long
as ϕop is continuous, and the absolute phase difference between neighboring
voxels is less than π. Given these conditions, ϕop can be determined (as close
as to a constant global offset) by taking the integral of the spatial derivatives
of the observed phase ϕ̂op . This methodology can be used to remove phase
errors not removed by the extra echo correction. In the case of symmetric
2PD, only the phase of op is used, and the observed phase is a mixture of
ϕop and the chemical shift between fat and water. However, as the phase
difference between fat and water dominant tissues is π, the chemical shift
contributions can be removed by doubling the phase of op as:

ϕ̂op = 0.5arg(op2). (3.3)

¹From a talk given by Dixon at the 2012 ISMRMworkshop ”Fat-Water Separation: Insights,
Applications & Progress in MRI”, Long Beach, CA, USA
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3.1. Two-Point Phase-Sensitive Reconstruction

This operation allows water-fat separation based on two echoes. By removing
the chemical-shift induced phase shift between AT and LT, the phase error
can be determined by phase unwrapping. The cost of doubling the phase is
a lower limit on the allowed absolute phase difference between neighboring
voxels. Thus, less B0 inhomogeneity can be tolerated.

The two most prominent phase-unwrapping approaches that have been
applied toDixon imaging are path-basedmethods andminimum-normbased
methods [65]. Path-based methods generally begin with one or more seeds,
and then build an unwrapped phase centered around the seed(s). The
strength of path-based methods is that it easy to formulate algorithms that
can transit from high to low SNR voxels. The ability to handle voxels with
different SNR levels is important, as SNR determines the reliability the ob-
served phase. Only in voxels with a signal strength significantly higher than
the noise level, the observed phase is mainly dependent on k and∆B0. How-
ever, the path-based methods struggle with poles and where to initiate the
phase unwrapping, which in many cases makes the solution path dependent.
Minimum-norm methods aim to solve the unwrapping problem by minimiz-
ing a cost over a larger area, and can be based on either parametric models of
the phase error [56, 58], or a non-parametric phase description [57]. While
it may not be as easy to incorporate the reliability of the observed phase in
norm based methods, the solutions less dependent on the initialization.

Furthermore, in the symmetric Dixon case, the phase unwrapping is in-
sufficient for water-fat separation, as the phase can only be determined as
close as to a constant offset. The offset shifts the phase-error corrected op

such that the phases of water-dominant voxels are centered around the pos-
itive real axis, and the phase of fat-dominant voxels around the negative real
axis. Finding an offset that only centers the phases of the two components
on the real axis is trivial (after removing the spatially varying phase error), as
it is directly given by the distribution of phase angles. However, finding an
offset that also gives the water-fat components their correct signs cannot be
accomplished based on the phase alone.

3.1 Two-Point Phase-Sensitive Reconstruction

This section will give an algorithmic overview of the PSR algorithm of paper
I, see algorithm 1 for pseudo code. Further, paper I has a more in-depth de-
scription of the algorithm and the evaluation of it.

The PSR algorithm was designed based on the following observations:

1. The phase of background voxels is random due to the complex noise

2. Clusters of tissue voxels with reliable phase may be entirely separated
by background voxels
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3. The op signal cancellation in the transitions between AT and LT will
mimic background voxels

4. The borders between tissue and background will be irregular

5. The phase can not be used to determine which of the separated images
that is the water and fat image respectively

Based on observations 1 and 2 it is apparent that clusters of tissue voxels have
to be processed individually. Thus, the first step of the PSR algorithm locates
connected clusters of voxels, a step in parts based on the MANAmethod pre-
sented in paper II. Pseudo code for the segmentation and cluster identifica-
tion is found in algorithm 2. A key feature which followed from observation
3, is that the segmentation is applied on the maximum of ∣∣op∣∣ and ∣∣ip∣∣ (see
line 1), such that connectivity is maintained over water-fat interfaces.

As a consequence of observations 1 and 3, the phase-unwrapper part of
the PSR algorithm was based on solving Poisons equation, whitch is iden-
tical to minimizing the L2 norm [57]. This methodology was first used for
Dixon imaging by Song et al. [57], and later expanded to 2PD with irregu-
lar domains by Rydell et al. [66]. This operation is computationally efficient
as it is easy to parallelize and can be solved using a scale space, as described

Figure 3.2: The major components of the PSR algorithm. Module 1 refers to
the identification of non-connected clusters of tissue, module 2 to the phase
unwrapping and module 3 to the identification of the water–fat components.
In the images under module 2 the phase has been color coded according to
the phase LUT. The image is reused with permission, ©2016 JohnWiley and
Sons.
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3.1. Two-Point Phase-Sensitive Reconstruction

in algorithm 1. In contrast to the Gauss-Seidel-based multi-grid solver used 
by Rydell et al., the implementation in the PSR algorithm is based on the 
potentially faster successive over relaxation (SOR) solver, with down and up 
sampling in the image domain. In addition, red-black ordering was applied 
to allow parallelization. Psuedo code describing the complete phase unwrap-
per can be found in algorithm 1. The PSR algorithm is implemented in 3D. 
Furthermore, as a result of observation 3, the op2 phase is regularized by a 
low-pass filter (see algorithm 1 line 3). By applying the low-pass filter on the 
complex images, the magnitude effectively acts as a certainty estimate of the 
phase, thus tissue phase is prioritized over that of background and areas with 
signal cancellations.

As stated in observation 6, as well as earlier in the thesis, the phase itself 
is insufficient to identify the water and fat components. Furthermore, the 
phase unwrapper can only determine the phase error as close to a constant 
phase offset, without which the water and fat components are unknown. In 
the PSR method, an intensity-based classification algorithm was developed to 
find an offset that aligns the water dominant component along the real axis of 
the corrected op images, so water-fat images are not swapped, see algorithm 
3. The central assumption when determining the offset, is that the images 
are T1-weighted and adipose tissue has a higher intensity compared to most 
lean tissues. An effect of this tissue contrast is that the AT voxels will have 
a higher magnitude than the LT voxels in the vicinity of AT–LT transitions. 
Thus, the average magnitude of the negative voxels in this region of the un-
wrapped real(op) should be larger than the magnitude of the positive voxels. 
The PSR method utilize this observation and finds an offset based on a linear 
discriminant analysis classifier. The classifier has both been evaluated (with 
favorably results) in paper I and in contrast-enhanced MRI [67], which is a 
more challenging case, as the contrast agent raises the water image intensity.
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Algorithm 1 The PSR algorithm
Require: op, ip, numManaIterations, numScales, σx,y,z

C, C ′ ← findClusters(op, ip,numManaIterations) // See algorithm 2
sop2 ← op2

p0 ← p0 + arg ((sop2 ∗N(0, σx,y,z)) ⋅ conj(sop2))
for each connected cluster cn ∈ C and complementing c′n ∈ C ′ do

p0,n ← p0 ∈ cn
l ← laplacian(arg(op2 ⋅ e−2πip0,n), cn)
p0,n ← p0,n + SOR(l, cn)
j ← 0
while j < numScales and dimensions of pj not too small do
j ← j + 1
opj ← downsample(opj−1, cj−1,n)
pj,n ← downsample(pj−1,n, cj−1,n)
cj,n ← downsample(cj−1,n, cj−1,n)
l ← laplacian(arg(op2

j ⋅ e−2πipj,n), cj,n)
pj,n ← pj,n + SOR(l, cj,n)

end while
j ← j − 1
while j ≥ 0 do
pj,n ← pj,n + upsample(pj+1,n, cj+1,n)
l ← laplacian(arg(op2

j ⋅ e−2πipj,n), cj,n)
pj,n ← pj,n + SOR(l, cj,n)
j ← j − 1

end while
p0 ∈ cn ← p0,n
p0 ∈ c′n ←mana(p0,n, cn) // See paper II
m← cn or c′n
p0 ∈m← p0 + arg(∑k∈cn sop2(k) ⋅ e−2πip0(k))

p0 ∈m← p0 + arg(
(sop2 ⋅e

−2πip0 ⋅m)∗N(0,σx,y,z)
m∗N(0,σx,y,z) )

if adjustSign then
p0 ∈m← p0 + π // See Algorithm 3

end if
end for
w2PD ← ∣∣ip∣∣ +R(op ⋅ e−πip0)
f2PD ← ∣∣ip∣∣ −R(op ⋅ e−πip0)
return f2PD , w2PD
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3.1. Two-Point Phase-Sensitive Reconstruction

Algorithm 2 Identify clusters c and the closest background voxels c′

Require: op, ip, numManaIterations
1: I ←max(∣∣ip∣∣, ∣∣op∣∣)
2: M ← otsu(I)
3: for n = 1 to numManaIterations do
4: B ←mana(I,M) // See paper II
5: I ← I/B
6: M ← I ≥ 0.5
7: end for
8: H ←M
9: for each slice h inH do
10: h←morphological hole filling of h
11: end for
12: C ← 6-neighbor connected component labeling ofH
13: for each connected cluster cn in C do
14: d1 ← distance transform from cn
15: d2 ← distance transform from c ∉ cn
16: c′n ← d1 ≤ d2 and not cn
17: end for
18: for each connected cluster cn and complementing c′n do
19: cn ← cn andM
20: c′n ← c′n andM and not cn
21: end for
22: return C, C ′
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Algorithm 3 Identify if the unwrapped phase produce the correct sign when
applied to op

Require: op, ip, p0 and cn
1: op←R(op ⋅ e−πip0)
2: ip ← ∣∣ip∣∣
3: op←R(op ⋅ e−πip0)/mean(ip ∈ cn)
// Find voxels in AT–LT interfaces

4: m← dilate(op > 0) and dilate(op < 0) and cn
5: h← histogram(op ∈m) // Predetermined range and num. bins
// Return the bianary respone of the leinear discriminant analysis. See
paper I for a description of how the discriminant vector dvector and the
theshold dthreshold are determined.

6: return hT dvector ≤ dthreshold

3.2 Validation of Phase-Sensitive Reconstruction

In paper I, the PSR algorithm was applied to both 1.5T (n=599) and 3T
(n=100) image volumeswith varying anatomical coverage. Only 4 swapswere
detected at 1.5 T and 6 at 3.0 T. This showed that the PSR algorithm is robust
and suitable for whole-body applications. Paper I also compared PSR with
two commercially available methods. The PSR algorithm had fewer water-fat
swaps compared to the two reference methods. This evaluation has however
become outdated as both reference methods have been upgraded, and the
water-fat swaps seen in paper I have become less common.

The PSR algorithm has also been successfully used in a range of studies
[32, 68–78]. These studies did not directly evaluate the performance of PSR.
However, they do show that the technical success rate is high. The test-retest
types studies [68–70] are especially interesting, as any swaps in relevant re-
gions would have resulted in outliers during the statistical analysis.

3.3 Multi-Echo Phase Sensitive Reconstruction

As part of paper III and VI, the PSR algorithm was extended to a multi-point
method (mpPSR), based on symmetrically sampled GRE images. See algo-
rithm 4 for pseudo code of the algorithm. The mpPSR algorithm consists of
two steps. First, the PSRmethod is used to calculate an initial set of water-fat
separated images (f0 andw0) based on the op and ip echoes. Then, the water,
fat and T ∗2 are determined by fitting a parametric model to the GRE images
by minimizing the mean-squares error. A unique feature of mpPSR is that
it does not model the∆B0 explicitly. Instead, mpPSR iteratively corrects the
phase error for each echo separately, and fit the corrected images to a reduced
signal model:

smpPSR = (w + l ⋅ f) ⋅ e−t/T
∗
2 , (3.4)
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3.3. Multi-Echo Phase Sensitive Reconstruction

where l ∈ C. Due to the initial PSR separation, the initialization will be close
to the solution. For each iteration of the least-squares solver, the phase con-
tributions of fat are removed based on the previous iteration (see algorithm
4 line 5). The remaining phase of each echo is assumed to be the phase error,
and removed on an echo-by-echo basis before the least-squares fitting.

The main reason why we wanted to explore the possibility of multi-echo
water-fat separation without having to model the phase error evolution over
time, was to become less sensitive to eddy currents. Eddy currents can in-
troduce echo-dependent phase and magnitude errors. If the phase error is
modeled as linear (γB0TE ), these non-linear phase errors will introduce er-
rors in the water-fat separation [79, 80]. Withmonopolar readout (all echoes
use the same readout-gradient polarity), these errors will in general be sys-
tematic, and thus, unproblematic. However, a significant phase deviation can
occur at the first echo [79]. Furthermore, for the more time efficient bipo-
larGREacquisition (alternating readout-gradient polarity), the eddy currents
produce non-linear phase errors that depend on the readout direction [80].
As mpPSR does not assume a linear phase-error evolution, it is insensitive
to these eddy current-induced phase errors, but not non-systematic magni-
tude errors. Figure 3.3 illustrates a case where this aspect of mpPSR proved
important.
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Algorithm 4 Water-fat separation by mpPSR given a set of symmetrically
sampled GRE images (sGRE(t)) where t is the in or opposite phase echo times
in ms. The sum of squares errors is minimized using gradient decent.

Require: sGRE , n and step length η
1: f0,w0 ← PSR (sGRE(TE ipop), sGRE(TE ipop))
2: T ∗2,0 ← 0.03
3: form = 0 to n do
4: for every echo time t do
5: smpPSR ← (wm + l ⋅ fm) ⋅ e−t/T

∗
2,m

// Remove the phase contribution from fat
6: s′GRE ← sGRE ⋅ e−iarg(smpPSR)

// Regularize the remaining phase
7: s′GRE ← s′GRE ⋆N(0, σ)

// Remove the phase error from sGRE

8: s′′GRE ← sGRE ⋅ e−iarg(s
′
GRE (t))

9: end for
10: ∆w ← δ

δw ∑t (R(s′′GRE − smpPSR)2 + I(smpPSR − smpPSR)2)
11: ∆f ← δ

δf ∑t (R(s′′GRE − smpPSR)2 + I(smpPSR − smpPSR)2)
12: ∆T ∗2

← δ
δT ∗2
∑t (R(s′′GRE − smpPSR)2 + I(smpPSR − smpPSR)2)

13: fm+1 ← fm − η ⋅∆f

14: wm+1 ← wm − η ⋅∆w

15: T ∗2,m+1 ← T ∗2,m − η ⋅∆T ∗2
16: end for
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3.3. Multi-Echo Phase Sensitive Reconstruction

(a) PDFF images

(b) The distibution of PDFF values depending on organ and water-fat separation
method

Figure 3.3: Two PDFF images illustrating the effects of eddy current-induced
phase errors, and mpPSR’s invarince to them. The images have been scaled
to illustrate the behavior for low PDFF values. In this healthy volunteer, no
spatial variations are expected within the liver and spleen. (a) shows fat-
fraction separated images which are based on water-fat images separated ei-
ther assuming a linear phase error or using mpPSR. The PDFF images show
a non-physiological variation within the liver and spleen, if a linear phase
error is assumed. (b) shows the PDFF frequency within the liver and spleen.
The non-mpPSRPDFFdistribution is clearly skewed towards negative values.
Both images were based on 6-echoes acquiredwith bipolar readout gradients.
The left image was water-fat separated on the scanner with the scanner’s de-
fault parameters. The right image used identical parameters, except for op–ip
readout echoes and off line water-fat separation using mpPSR
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CHAPTER4
Fat-Referenced Imaging

The notion of quantitative MRI is as old as MRI itself, but at the time of writ-
ing, there are few quantitative MRI techniques that has made thier way into
routine clinical practice. Quantitative MRI promises reproducible character-
ization of many properties of clinical value, such as T1, T2, ρ, cell metabolism,
oxygenation, susceptibility, diffusion, flow and tissue composition (the topic
of this thesis). The main problem is that the recorded MRI signal is not only
dependent on a range of tissue-specific properties, but it is also dependent
on the signal processing of the scanner and interaction effects between the
hardware and the imaged subject. Examples of factors that affects the MRI
signal as observed in the final images are filters, receiver gain, variations in
coil sensitivity, eddy currents, B0 and B1.

Recent advances in water-fat separated MRI have enabled quantitative
fat imaging, with applications within body-composition analysis and ectopic
fat quantification. As the signals from lipid and water compartments can be
separated with minimal effects of ∆B0 and B1, it is possible to quantify the
fat content on a voxel-by-voxel basis, provided that there is a reference to
relate the fat signal to. Furthermore, nPD also provides T ∗2 which can have a
quantitative value in itself.

4.1 A Tissue Model for Fat Quantification

From a water-fat MRI perspective, the minimal model of a tissue is a three-
compartment model comprising MR-visible water, MR-visible fat and non-
observable compounds. The different tissue components included in the
three compartments are illustrated in figure 4.1. In this minimal model, the
relations between the compartments within a tissue Γ can be expressed in
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Figure 4.1: The thee-compartment water-fat MRI signal model consists of a
fat compartment, a water compartment and an ”other” compartment. The
volume fraction of each compartment is described by V Γ

w + V Γ
f + V Γ

o = 1. The
”other” compartment generates no detectable signal, and comprise of pro-
teins, minerals cell matter and some water. The fat compartment generates a
signal equal to the total lipid signal. The fat signal ismodulated by experimen-
tal factors k, the global saturation level (gf ), and the number of lipid-bound
protons (V Γ

f ⋅ nf ). The water signal is generated of MR-visible protons, and
is modulated by experimental factors k, the tissue dependent saturation level
(gΓw), and the number of water bound protons (V

Γ
w ⋅ nf ).

terms of the volume fractions of MR-visible fat (V Γ
f ), water (V

Γ
w ) and other

MR-invisible compounds (V Γ
o ). Within a voxel, the relation between the vol-

ume fractions is:
V Γ
f + V Γ

w + V Γ
o = 1. (4.1)

In this model, Vw describes the MR-visible water (free water) volume frac-
tion. The fat volume fraction Vf describes the part of a voxel occupied by
MR-visible fat. The volume fraction of other compounds, V Γ

o , consists ofMR-
invisible water and compounds such as proteins, minerals and air. The nor-
mal relations between the volume fractionswill not only vary between tissues,
but will also vary within tissues depending on factors such as hydration, ec-
topic fat accumulation and calcification.

The tissue model feeds directly back to the signal equations of 1.8, where,
based on the work of Hu at al. [81], the water and fat signals can be expressed
in terms of the number of protons:

w = k ⋅ gw ⋅ Vw ⋅ vvoxel ⋅ ρw ⋅ (
λw ⋅NA

MW
) , (4.2a)

f = k ⋅ gf ⋅ Vf ⋅ vvoxel ⋅ ρf ⋅ (
λf ⋅NA

MF
) , (4.2b)
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where the voxel volume vvoxel , the water density ρw, the average fat density
ρf , the number of hydrogen atoms (MR-visible protons) on a water molecule
λw, the average number of hydrogen atoms on the fat lipids λf , Avogadro’s
constant NA, the molar mass of water MF and the average molar mass of
the lipids in fatMF , together explains the maximum number of water or fat
protons in a voxel. Thus, the equation can be compressed to:

w = k ⋅ gw ⋅ Vw ⋅ nw, (4.3a)
f = k ⋅ gf ⋅ Vf ⋅ nf , (4.3b)

where nw and nf correspond to the total number of protons in a voxel consist-
ing of only free water or fat respectively. The exact values of nw and nf are
not important in this context, as fat-referenced MRI is a ratio between sig-
nals. Based on a literature review, Hu et al. estimated nf and nw to be fairly
equal (nw/nf ≈ 0.98) [81].

To illustrate the effects of volume fraction dynamics, and its effect on the
MRI signals, take tissue hydration as an example. An increased hydration
of a tissue will increase the total volume and the Vw of the tissue. This will
conversely lower Vf and Vo, but lead to a total increase ofMR-visible protons,
as∆Vw = −∆Vf −∆Vo.

As stated above, the three-compartment model is a minimal tissuemodel.
While the model, and its matching signal translation, are sufficient for the
work presented in this thesis, there are some limitations relevant to other ap-
plications. For instance, as the model does not include other substances that
produce anMRI signal, these will generate errors. An example of such a com-
pound is silicon, which will produce an MRI signal with a different chemical
shift relative to water and fat. For extended applications it might also be in-
teresting to separate the water component into extracellular and intracellular
water.

4.2 Quantitative MRI by Signal Referencing

To measure a tissue’s chemical composition, an intuitive approach to quan-
titative MRI is to calibrate the signal intensities relative to that of a reference
signal. The exact interpretation of the calibrated signal will depend on the
reference, and its relation to the signal that is calibrated. If nothing is known
of the reference except that it is consistent throughout the image, then the
calibrated signal may still allow comparison of signal levels within the image,
something that is generally not possible in MR images. On the other end of
the knowledge spectrum, where the properties of both the reference and its
relation to other signals are known, the calibrated signal may correspond to
absolute quantities such as mass. Mathematically the calibrated signal sc can
be expressed as the ratio between themeasured signal s and a reference signal
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sref :
sc =

s

sref
, (4.4)

and, if we include saturation and experimental factors:

sc =
k ⋅ g ⋅ p

kref ⋅ gref ⋅ pref
, (4.5)

where p is the number of MRI-visible protons at the measurement location,
and pref the number of MRI visible protons in the reference. Furthermore,
provided that the distance between r and the reference is small, such that
k ≈ kref , then the calibrated signal is only dependent on the relative saturation
and number of protons of the two signals:

sc =
g ⋅ p

gref ⋅ pref
. (4.6)

Moreover, if s and sref are equaly saturated, or the experiment performed in
a PD-weighted state, then g ≈ gref and the calibrated signal is only dependent
on the number of protons in the two locations:

sc =
p

pref
. (4.7)

Thus, if pref is known, then it is trivial to find the number of MRI visible pro-
tons at the location r.

Proton Density Fat Fraction

One prominent example of a reference based quantitative MRI technique, is
proton density fat fraction (PDFF) [82]. This method calculates the fraction
of MR-visble fat protons in relation to the total number of MR-visible pro-
tons. Typically, PDFF imaging is based on proton density weighted multi-
point Dixon, so the fat and water signals are separated and T ∗2 has been cor-
rected for. This experimental setup, with the addition that the signal and the
reference are co-located, means that gf = gf,ref ≈ gw,ref and k = kref . Thus,
PDFF is expressed as:

PDFF = f

w + f
=

nfV
Γ
f

nwV Γ
w + nfV Γ

f

=
pf

pw + pf
, (4.8)

where pf is the number of fat protons and pw the number of water protons.
Themain strength of PDFF imaging is that the signal and reference are co-

located, whichmakes the estimate robust againstmany spatially varying error
sources. The drawback is that water and fat must be equally saturated (or the
relative saturation known). Effectively, this imposes constraints on the image
parameters, as the image experiment has to be performed in a proton density
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weighted state, ensuring gf(r) ≈ gw(r). This leads to a trade off between ac-
curacy and precision, as proton density-weighted GRE sequences are needed
for accuracy, but these sequences are also associated with a low SNR. Alter-
natively, the PDFF can be based on more SNR-efficient T1-weighted images
and corrected using the dual flip-angle method [83], but such efforts require
more images to be acquired.

4.3 Fat-Referenced MRI

In water-fat MRI, the fat signal of a reference can be used to calibrate the
images. The most consistent internal fat-reference is the fat signal of AT [4,
30], which is the signal reference of fat-referenced MRI. The key benefits of
using AT-fat as a signal reference is that it can be easily identified in Dixon
images (due to its fairly consistent chemical composition), and g ≈ gref . Fur-
thermore, AT can be found near many organs. These properties make AT a
good signal reference candidate for fat quantification.

Using the previously introduced terminology, the fat-referenced signal (or
RFC) can be described mathematically as:

fRFC =
f

fAT
=

k ⋅ gf ⋅ V Γ
f ⋅ nf

kAT ⋅ gAT
f ⋅ V AT

f ⋅ nf
, (4.9)

where AT signifies a signal or tissue property of nearby AT. Furthermore, if
the distance between the point of measurement and the AT is small enough
that k ⋅ gf ≈ kref ⋅ gf,ref , then the expression can be simplified further:

fRFC (r) =
Vf(r)
V ATf

. (4.10)

The interpretation of the RFC signal, as defined in equation 4.10, is that
fRFC corresponds to a ratio of fat amounts, or the number ofMR-visible lipid-
bound hydrogen atoms relative to the number of MR-visible lipid-bound hy-
drogen atoms in AT. An alternative, and in many ways more intuitive inter-
pretation, is that fRFC corresponds to the AT equivalent amount. For body
composition analysis, the later interpretation provides an ideal quantity as
one of the main outputs is the amount of AT within a given region. In this
scenario, an AT volume can easily be computedwithin a compartment as both
the voxel volume, and the voxel-level AT concentration are know quantities.

Image Calibration

The most critical component of fat-referenced MRI is the interpolation step
of the image calibration. Any interpolation (or extrapolation) errors will di-
rectly affect the accuracy of the fat-referenced measurements. The interpo-
lation method used for fat-referenced MRI will also have to cope with sparse
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and unevenly distributed AT voxels throughout the image volume. The pat-
terns in which AT can cluster will vary with anatomical location, field of view,
image resolution and subject. A safe type of interpolation, which can adapt
to image-intensity inhomogeneity, is to take the local average of the AT fat
signal. This approach was initially used by Dahlqvist Leinhard et al. [30].
In this implementation, normalized averaging (a special case of normalized
convolution [84]) was used to calibrate the image. Normalized averaging is
an extension of convolution that takes the certainty of the image information
into account. The estimated value for any given voxel becomes a weighted av-
erage, where theweights are given by the product of the filterer kernel and the
image certainty. The locality of the estimate is thus determined by the filter
kernel. When applied to fat-referenced MRI, the certainty of non-AT voxels
is set to zero so the estimate is solely based on AT voxels. Computationally,
normalized averaging is the ratio of two convolutions:

sNA =
(s ⋅ c ⋆N(0, σ))
(c ⋆N(0, σ))

, (4.11)

where s is an image, c the certainty of all voxels in s andN(0, σ) is a Gaussian
convolution kernel.

Using normalized averaging is generally safe, mainly because it cannot
produce values that are outside of the range of AT fat. Higher order interpo-
lation methods can potentially give better estimates, but at the risk of pro-
ducing unreasonable estimates if the distribution of AT voxels and intensities
are unfavorable, see figure 4.3. The problem with normalized averaging as
implemented in [30] is that a fixed-sized kernel is used. The choice of kernel
then becomes a compromise between giving local estimates where there are
many local AT voxels, and having a large enough spatial support when the
local AT density is low. In the first case, a small spatial support is necessary,
while a large spatial support is required in the second. Based on this observa-
tion, the fat-referenced MRI framework presented in this thesis is based on
the Multi-scale Adaptive Normalized Average (MANA) method of paper II.
The MANAmethod (algorithm 5) interpolates the fat signal based on a range
of normalized average operations, with Gaussian filter kernels with different
spatial supports (i.e. different σ’s). In a voxel with a high local AT-voxel den-
sity, MANA selects a local estimate (small σ), and in a lowAT-density location
a less local estimate is selected (larger σ). Images before and after calibration
can be seen in figure 4.2.

Fat-Referenced MRI and PDFF

An intuitiveway to understand the properties of fat-referencedMRI is to com-
pare the RFC to PDFF. There are many similarities, as both techniques mea-
sure aspects of fat concentration and are self calibrating, i.e. they uses the
imaged subject itself as a signal reference. Proton density fat fraction is the
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(a) 2PD water image (b) 2PD fat image

(c) Interpolated fat reference (d) Calibrated fat image

Figure 4.2: The top row shows transversal slices from the input volumes. The
MANA interpolated fat signal is shown in (c). The interpolated fat signal is
then used to remove inhomogeneity in (b) which results in (d).
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Algorithm 5 The MANA algorithm, applied to fat-referenced MRI calibra-
tion
Require: fat images f , water images w, fat-fraction threshold t1, certainty

density threshold t2, downsample factor d and standard deviation of the
filter σ

1: mtissue ← tissue mask // See algorithm 2, page 33
// Identify AT voxels

2: cAT ←mtissue and f
f+w > t1

// First application of normalized averaging
3: b′ ← (f ⋅ cAT ⋆N(0, σ))/max(N(0, σ))
4: c′AT ← (cAT ⋆N(0, σ))/max(N(0, σ))
// Save values where the low-passed certainty is high (Enough AT voxel
in reagion)

5: b← b′/c′AT where cAT ≥ t2
// Begin the downsample – normalized average loop

6: c′′AT ← c′AT

7: b′′ ← b′

8: while Voxels in b reamins undefined do
9: c′′AT ← downsample(c′′AT , d)
10: b′′ ← downsample(b′′, d)
11: b′′ ← (b′ ⋆N(0, σ))/max(N(0, σ))
12: c′′AT ← (c′AT ⋆N(0, σ))/max(N(0, σ))
13: c′′′AT ← upsample(c′′AT )
14: b′′′ ← upsample(b′′)
15: w ← t2−c′AT

c′′′
AT
−c′

AT

// Update estimates were the AT support is large enough
16: b← (1−w)b′+w⋅b′′′

(1−w)c′
AT
+w⋅c′′′

AT
where 0 < w ≤ 1

17: c′AT ← c′′′AT

18: b′ ← b′′′

19: end while
20: return fRFC = f

b
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Figure 4.3: The effect of using polynomial models for fat-reference calibra-
tion. The image shows RFC images generated by 3-D polynomial models of
order p, from p = 0 (the average AT fat signal) to p = 4, and RFC calibrated by
MANA. To properly adapt to the inhomogeneities in the AT fat signal, high
order polynomials are needed. However, the risk of overfitting increases with
the order. This effect can be observed in p = 3−4, where the noise is amplified.
See paper II for more severe examples.

fraction of MR-visible lipid protons in relation to the total number of MR-
visible protons, while RFC is the amount of fat relative to that of AT. There is
a strong correlation between the two techniques, which we have shown in a
collaboration with Peterson et al. [31]. To illustrate the similarities and dif-
ferences between the two types of quanta, let PDFF be expressed in the three-
compartment model:

PDFF =
pf

pf + pw
(4.12)

=
pf

pf + pw
pAT
f + pAT

w

pAT
f

pAT
f

pAT
f + pAT

w

(4.13)

=
pf

pAT
f

pAT
f + pAT

w

pf + pw
pAT
f

pAT
f + pAT

w

(4.14)

=fRFCPDFFAT
pAT
f + pAT

w

pf + pw
. (4.15)
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Further, PDFF can be expressed in volume fractions and simplified as
nw/nf ≈ 1 [81]:

PDFF = fRFCPDFFAT
V AT
f + nw

nf
V AT
w

V Γ
f +

nw

nf
V Γ
w

≈ fRFCPDFFAT 1 − V AT
o

1 − Vo
, (4.16)

and, assuming that V AT
o = Vo:

PDFF ≈ fRFCPDFFAT . (4.17)

The RFC can, thus, be converted to PDFF, if properly compensated for the
PDFF of AT, and possibly also the difference in MR-visible protons rela-
tive to the AT. Of these corrections factors, the difference in MR-visible pro-
tons is the hardest to determine. There is not much published regarding the
MRI-invisible space of different tissues. In liver, Vo has been estimated to
Vo ≈ 0.339Vw [85]. To my knowledge, there have been no reports of V AT

o in
the literature. Short term, Vo is likely changed due to an increased water or
fat concentration. If the purpose is to measure a proxy for the fat concentra-
tion of an organ, then water is a possible confounder for both RFC and PDFF.
Many tissues have a variable water content, i.e. a variable Vw. Normally, these
variations should be minor and caused by body hydration, but in some cases
they may significantly affect the fat measurement. For instance edema can
increase the water concentration significantly [86]. Another possible con-
founder is the daily variations in liver hydration [87, 88]. In humans a daily
variation of 20%has been observed by ultra-sound [88]. More recently,Weis
et al. observed a 50 % reduction in liver glycogen within one day [89] and as
glycogen also binds water, this further illustrates the variable hydration of the
liver. To compare the hydration effects on PDFF and RFC, lets express PDFF
and RFC as Vw and Vo:

PDFFΓ ≈ 1 − V Γ
w − V Γ

o

1 − V Γ
0

, (4.18)

and RFC:

fΓ
RFC =

1 − V Γ
w − V Γ

o

1 − V AT
w − V AT

o

. (4.19)

Equation 4.18 shows that an increased tissue hydration will decrease the nu-
merator (unless V Γ

f = 0) and increase denominator, which both act to lower
the PDFF. Equation 4.19 shows that an increased hydration inΓwill lower the
RFC, and independently an increased AT hydration will increase the RFC.
This illustrates that both measurements are affected by the hydration of Γ,
and PDFF more so. However, as the AT hydration directly feeds into V AT

f ,
the RFC is directly affected by it. This interaction shows that repeated exam-
inations (using either method) should be conducted after fasting and at the
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same time of day, which should lower the effects of tissue hydration. Equa-
tions 4.18 and 4.19 also show that the relationship between RFC and PDFF is
dependent on tissue hydration, which makes tissue hydration a confounding
factor when comparing the two.

4.4 2-point Dixon and Fat-Referenced Imaging

So far, confounder-corrected water-fat separated images have been assumed
as input to the fat-referenced calibration, a condition which enforce nPD
imaging to correct for both T ∗2 and lipid spectrum l. In the 2PD case, the
T ∗2 decay cannot be measured and will induce a loss of signal between the
two GRE echoes. This signal loss introduces a cross-talk between the water
and fat images. The effect can be formulated in the symmetric Dixon case by
adding T ∗2 and l to the signal model of equation 1.9. In this extended model,
the ip and op echoes are formulated as:

op = w ⋅ e−TEop/T ∗2,w − lop ⋅ f ⋅ e−TEop/T ∗2,f (4.20a)

ip = w ⋅ e−TE ip/T ∗2,w + lip ⋅ f ⋅ e−TE ip/T ∗2,f . (4.20b)

Inserting the extended description of the echoes into equation 1.9 gives:

2w2PD = w(e−TE ip/T ∗2,w + e−TEop/T ∗2,w)
+f(lip ⋅ e−TE ip/T ∗2,f − lop ⋅ e−TEop/T ∗2,f ) (4.21a)

2f2PD = w(e−TE ip/T ∗2,w − e−TEop/T ∗2,w)
+f(lip ⋅ e−TE ip/T ∗2,f + lop ⋅ e−TEop/T ∗2,f ). (4.21b)

A first thing to note is that in fat-referenced MRI, the calibration will remove
most of the crosstalk in voxels with similar fat amount as AT, i.e. f2PD ≈ fAT

2PD .
Thus, fat-referenced MRI strictly based on 2PD images will underestimate
fat in LT. More specifically, f2PD < f when f << w, as the op echo is usually
acquired before the ip echo, and thus e−TE ip/T ∗2 < e−TEop/T ∗2 .

However, provided that the T ∗2 of the tissue is known a priori, then it is
possible to correct for this effect. One such method for 2PD T ∗2 correction of
fat-referencedMRI is introduced in paper III. The correction is easily derived
based on equation 4.21. To simplify the derivation, let us introduce the cross
talk variables c+w, c

−
w, c

+
f , and c−w, which describes the inter-echo T ∗2 and lipid

spectrum effects of equation 4.21. This produces the more compact relation-
ship:

2w2PD = w ⋅ c+w + f ⋅ c−f (4.22a)
2f2PD = w ⋅ c−w + f ⋅ c+f . (4.22b)
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And, solving for the water and fat signal:

w =
2w2PD − f ⋅ c−f

c+w
(4.23a)

f = 2f2PD −w ⋅ c−w
c+f

. (4.23b)

This can be inserted into the fat-referenced MRI equation 4.9:

fRFC =
f

fAT
=
c+AT
f

c+f

2f2PD −w ⋅ c−w
2fAT

2PD −wAT ⋅ c−AT
w

, (4.24)

where it can be noted that wAT ⋅ c−AT
w << 2fAT

2PD , and that, c
+
f ≈ c+AT

f in the
fat compartment of the voxel. This results in the following approximation of
equation 4.24:

fRFC =
2f2PD −w ⋅ c−w

2fAT
2PD

, (4.25)

Further, in LT, where the crosstalk is at it largest, then f ⋅ c−f << 2w2PD so
w ≈ 2w2PD/c+w, and the water signal, w, can be approximated by w2PD :

fRFC = f2PD,RFC −w2PD,RFC ⋅
c−w
c+w

, (4.26)

or:

fRFC = f2PD,RFC +w2PD,RFC
e−TE ip/T ∗2,w − e−TEop/T ∗2,w

e−TE ip/T ∗2,w + e−TEop/T ∗2,w
. (4.27)

In paper III the above correction is applied to 2PD images and compared
to nPD. In this evaluation, a constant T ∗2 of 25mswas applied (corresponding
to skeletalmuscle at 1.5 T). The T ∗2 correction reduced the 2PD-nPDbias from
-1.05 L to -0.01 L for total AT, from 0.74 L to -0.30 L for total LT, from -0.12
L to 0.05 L for VAT, from -0.12 L to -0.06 L for ASAT and from 0.21 L to -
0.00 L for the thighs. The study shows that the T ∗2 -correction improves the
accuracy of the fat-referenced technique, as the difference between 2PD and
nPDdecreased after the correctionwas applied. Another interesting aspect of
equation 4.27, is that it is independent of the spectral properties of fat. Thus,
accurate RFC images can be produced by water-fat images generated by the
PSR method.

4.5 Validation of fat-referenced MRI

In this chapter, the first claim is that fat-referenced MRI is saturation invari-
ant. It is this aspect that allows quantitative imaging with SNR-effective im-
age acquisition. The second claim is that the T ∗2 bias of 2PD images can be
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corrected under certain conditions. An operation that improves the accuracy
of 2PD based fat-referenced MRI.

The saturation claim is not directly validated in this thesis. Paper III can
be seen as an implicit validation, as there are different image contrasts be-
tween the 2PD and nPD images that are compared, but the effect of satura-
tion cannot be isolated. The method has however been verified outside of
this thesis. Hu and Nayak evaluated a range of T1-weightings and found no
T1 bias in ex vivo samples [4], they did however note a bias in the phantom
experiment. They contribute the discrepancy to how the fat is stored tissue
(as globules), which gives the fat more consistent T1 compared to the phan-
tom. In our collaboration with Peterson et al. we showed that fat-referenced
MRIwas only slightly affected by the T1-weighting, and that the precisionwas
higher in the T1-weighted state [31]. Furthermore, at ISMRM 2016 we pre-
sented a study based on 10 subjects scanned with two flip-angles (5○ and 10○)
[90]. When we measured whole-body AT volume, the average difference be-
tween T1-weightings was only 0.3 l (or 0.9 % of mean volume). The study did
however show that the error was systematic, while small. All of these stud-
ies make a strong case for the claim that fat-referenced MRI is insensitive to
the saturation. It remains to be shown if fat-referenced MRI can be applied
to liver-fat measurement. The liver is especially challenging, as B1 inhomo-
geneity can be significant and the fat-referenced calibration is challenging.
Furthermore, the fat-reference signal-model does not assume T1-weighting,
but its applicability to T2-weighted images remains to be shown.

Paper III evaluates the effect of the T ∗2 correction of 2PD data. In that
study, a constant T ∗2 of 25 ms was assumed, and nPD images were used as a
reference. The correction improved the accuracy of all measurements which
included VAT, ASAT and Thigh muscles. In the thighs, no bias was observed
after applying the T ∗2 correction. The applicability of this method is tissue
specific, as the variability of T ∗2 varies between tissues. However, correcting
2PD images with constant T2∗-bias should increase the accuracy in general.
The correction should also lower any variability introduced by T1/T2 contrast,
as the crosstalk scales with both the strength of the water signal and T ∗2 .
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4.6 On the Physical Interpretation of Fat-Referenced
MRI

In this chapter, it has been shown how fat-referenced MRI can express the
fat content of a tissue as AT, fat concentration and PDFF, as summarized in
table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The physical interpretation of measurements that can be derived
by fat-referenced MRI

Measurement Physical Interpretation

fRFC The AT-equivalent fat concentration, i.e. the
amount of fat in relation to the amount of fat
in AT. Approximately equal to the AT concen-
tration.

fRFC ⋅ V AT
f The fat concentration. Easily converted to fat

mass.
fRFC ⋅PDFFAT The proton density fat fraction. Assuming

equal Vo in target and reference.
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CHAPTER5
Fat-Referenced

Body-Composition
Analysis

As tomographic imaging can depict organs and compartments, it is an intu-
itive ground for volumemeasurement. The high soft-tissue contrast thatMRI
provides makes it possible to identify many structures, and accurately seg-
ment organs and compartments. These measurements are often considered
as ”gold standard” for body-composition techniques. Dixon imaging is espe-
cially suitably for body-composition analysis, as the lean and adipose tissues
arewell separated. This chapter shows how fat-referencedMRI can be used in
body-composition analysis, and how quantitative Dixon imaging makes the
volumetry more accurate and precise.

5.1 Limitations of Pure Image-Contrast based
Volumetry

Segmentation is a process of assigning labels to voxels. In this case, segmen-
tation defines anatomical compartments, so specific tissue volumes can be
computed. The most common approach is to produce binary definitions, and
then count the voxels within that definition. However, due to the finite res-
olution, the border between two compartments will consist of voxels with a
mixture of tissues. Thismeans that tissue compartments cannot be accurately
separated by discreet labels. Not accounting for the partial volume effect will
introduce a resolution dependency, and introduce a bias [91]. To accurately
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describe the tissue compartments, the labels should either be defined on a
sub-voxel level or otherwise compensated for [91].

However, achieving sub-voxel precision solely based on image contrast is
challenging. A fundamental strength (and problem) of MRI-based volumetry
is the wide range of contrasts. The strength is that it is likely that there exist
a set of scanner parameters that produce images in which relevant structures
can be identified. The problem is that the between-tissues contrast may vary
over the image and between acquisitions. Although a human operatormay be
able to adapt to these variations, they pose a severe problem for automated
segmentation methods. For example, B1 inhomogeneity may cause a vari-
able flip angle, and thus variable T1/T2 contrast. The fluctuating contrast also
makes sub-voxel precision based on contrast difficult, as relative signal levels
cannot be trusted globally.

As mentioned above, the resolution affects the accuracy of segmentation-
based volumetry. Furthermore, errors introducedby the binary segmentation
scaleswith the resolution [91]. At the extreme, end a too low resolutionmakes
it impossible to separate compartments altogether. This is easily exemplified
by considering the very thin AT structures found in many skeletal muscles.
As illustrated in figure 5.1, the muscle and AT can be easily separated at high
resolutions, whiles many AT structures are lost at low resolution.

5.2 Fat-Referenced Volumetry

As fat-referenced MRI primarily represents the concentration of AT, the AT-
equivalent volume within a compartment C can be computed directly:

AT volume (ATV) =∑
C

fRFC ⋅ vvoxel . (5.1)

It can be directly observed that this AT-measurement has sub-voxel preci-
sion towards both LT and background. Within soft tissue, the compliment to
AT is LT, which for a tissue voxel is given by 1 − AT . However, this defini-
tion lacks sub-voxel precision towards the background. To limit the effect of
background voxels we have proposed that a soft-tissue mask is added to the
computation, as described by Karlsson et al. [32]. This mask describes the
volume fraction of the MRI-visible soft tissue (Vst ). The term soft tissue is
used here to exclude bone minerals, which is a LT that is not visible in con-
ventional MR images. Given this information, the lean soft-tissue volume is
given by the amount of non-adipose soft tissue:

Lean soft-tissue volume (LTV) =∑
C

(Vst − fRFC ) ⋅ vvoxel . (5.2)

This soft tissuemask is generated by calibrating thewater signal usingMANA.
The water-referenced water image and the fat-referenced fat images are then
added and truncated such that only values between 0 and 1 are kept [32].
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However, in the case of 2PD Dixon (without T ∗2 correction) the fat in lean
compartments will be underestimated. This will produce a over-estimation
of LT, based on equation 5.2. In these cases, it may be wise to combine fat-
referenced MRI with a threshold. This methodology was described by Karls-
son et al. [32], and called the fat-free volume. This volume is defined as the
volume of soft tissue not dominated by AT:

Fat-free volume =∑
C

(Vst − (fRFC < 0.5)) ⋅ vvoxel . (5.3)

This fat-free volume may be more reproducible in uncorrected 2PD Dixon
imaging, by limiting biases introduced by imperfections from sources such as
eddy currents and T ∗2 .

5.3 Fat-Referenced MRI and Segmentation

One of the most interesting aspects of fat-referenced volumetry is its impli-
cations on the segmentation. For pure contrast-based volumetry, all miss-
labeled voxels contribute to the error equally. But, when the segmentation is
combinedwith fat-referenced imaging, the error contribution ofmiss-labeled
voxels are no longer equal. As both LT and AT are defined on a sub-voxel
level, an over-segmentation of LT into AT will have little impact on the LT
volume, and vice versa for AT compartments. This effect is illustrated in fig-
ure 5.2, which showed that over segmentation into AT has no impact on LT
volume (once the segmentation encloses the whole muscle). This potentially
make manual segmentation more time efficient, or an automated segmenta-
tionmore robust. It should, however, be noted that this property only applies
when separating LT and AT, and not AT-AT or LT-LT.

Another implication of the sub-voxel precision is that the segmentation
should not always follow the LT–AT borders of the compartments. This is
clearly illustrated in figure 5.2, where the LT volume is underestimated at
first. This can be counterintuitive to human readers, whom might be used to
defining the borders between compartments.

5.4 Validation of Fat-Referenced MRI-based
Body-Composition Analysis

Both the effect of resolution and T ∗2 -bias were evaluated as part of paper III.
The study compared 2PD to nPD, as well as fat-referencedMRI to air plethys-
mography (APG). As theT ∗2 andT

∗
1 biases have been previously discussed, the

focus will be on resolution. In paper III, the 2PD images had a resolution of
3.5×3.5×3.5 mm3 (43 mm3), and the nPD 2.8×2.8×8.0 mm3 (63 mm3). After
correcting for T ∗2 , only minor differences could be observed, despite the dif-
ference in both resolution and voxel dimension. The total AT volume (where
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all errors are added) only differed by 0.15 L on average, and 0.16 L for LT. An
insensitivity towards resolution and contrast has also been shownbyKarlsson
et al. [32], where themuscle volumemeasurements showed a good agreement
between scanners, despite an eight-fold difference in voxel volume.

The accuracy and precision of fat-referenced body-composition analy-
sis have also been evaluated in parallel to the work presented in this the-
sis. The accuracy has primarily been evaluated against conventional image
segmentation methods. A comparison between RFC-image and T1-weighted
GRE-image was conducted as part of designing the 2PD protocol for the UK-
biobank imaging study [77]. The comparison to T1-weighted images included
ASAT andVAT, and showed an excellent agreement betweenmethods, aswell
as an inter-observer coefficient of variation as low as 1.1 %.

Further, bothmuscle and AT volumetry have been evaluated in collabora-
tion with Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital. Test-retest whole-body
2PD Dixon scans were acquired, in which the subject left the scanner room
between scans. Based on the test-retest scans, the precision of fat-referenced
MRI body-composition analysis was estimated. Manual segmentations were
also performed, to test the reproducibility between the methods. In a first
analysis of regional muscle volume, Thomas et al. [68] showed that the limits
of agreement (the 95% confidence interval of test-retest differences) between
whole-body muscle measurements was as low as -0.35 L to 0.2 L. There was
also a good agreementwithmanual segmentations. In a second analysis of the
images, that focused on AT quantification, Newman et al. [70] found no sig-
nificant difference in adipose volume between fat-referenced volumetry and
manual segmentation of magnitude images. Furthermore, the reliability of
the measurements did increase with fat-referenced volumetry.

The test-retest variability, and agreement withmanual segmentation, was
also evaluated externally by Middleton et al. [69]. In this study, both inter-
and inta-examination variability were evaluated. The inter-examination
variability, i.e. the test-retest variability, was nearly as low as the intra-
examination variability. Overall, the reproducibility was good, with coeffi-
cients of variation ranging from 1.5 % for thigh muscle to 3.6 % for VAT.
Further, linear-regression analysis was used to evaluate the agreement with
manual segmentation. No difference between the two types ofmeasurements
could be shown.
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(a) High-resolution ip image
with binary (red) and dilated
(blue+red) segmentations

(b) Low-resolution ip image
with binary (red) and dilated
(blue+red) segmentations

(c) The average cross-sectional muscle area, based on either a binarymask or LTV, as
an effect of resolution after shifting. The shaded regions show ±1 standard deviation.
The binary muscle segmentation shows a clear dependency on resolution, while the
LTV is resolution invariant (within a certain range).

Figure 5.1: Simulated results that illustrate the image resolution depen-
dency of LTmeasurement. The cross-sectional muscle area was quantified by
ether a binary segmentation or using fat-referencedMRI (LTV, equation 5.2).
Startingwith high resolution (1×1×5mm3) water and fat slices, amanual seg-
mentation was created to remove skin and bonemarrow. Within this manual
definition, a binary muscle segmentations was created by thresholding the
water image using Otsu’s method (red in (a)). The binary mask was then di-
lated to create the region in which LTV was measured (red+blue in (a)). The
high resolution image, and LTV segmentation, were then iteratively shifted
1 voxel up to a total 10 voxels in x and y, and after each shift downsampled
up to a factor of 5. By varying the shift, the quantization noise was averaged
out. After each downsampling, a new binary muscle segmentation was cre-
ated. The muscle area was then measured as LTV within the downnsampled
mask, and as the area of the binary mask. (c) shows the average muscle area
±1 standard deviation (the variation caused by the quantization error). The
fat-referenced derived areas show a higher consistency throughout different
resolutions. (a) and (b) also illustrate that many AT structures can only be
observed at the higher resolution.
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(a) ip image illustrating the different areas of measurement

(b) Cross-sectional area vs. the number of dilations

Figure 5.2: This simulation illustrates how LT is not affected by over seg-
mentation into AT. The same binary mask as in figure 5.1 was dilated into AT
1 pixel at the time, up to 10 pixels. The cross-sectional muscle area was mea-
sured after each dilation using LTV (equation 5.2). (b) shows that the area
measurement quickly saturates, which illustrates that LTV is unaffected by
over segmentation into AT. The initial lower cross-sectional area is caused by
a to restrictive initial segmentation.
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CHAPTER6
Brown Adipose Tissue

Analysis

The fat concentrations of BAT is fairly unique, and distinguishable with
water-fat MRI [37]. The main confounder for water-fat MRI is that AT–LT
partial volume effects produce similar image contrasts, andmayproduce false
positives. Thus, image resolution is an important part of fat-water based BAT
analysis. The higher a resolution, the more likely it is that BAT structures can
be separated from AT–LT interactions. However, when increasing the res-
olution of water-fat images, the SNR drops (as is true in general). Further-
more, as the resolution increases in the frequency direction, the echo-time
eventually becomes dependent on the strength of the readout gradient. Thus,
longer echo times becomes necessary. The longer TEs may both lead to non-
optimal echo-spacings and larger phase errors, two factors that negatively
affects water-fat separation. A key feature of the PSR water-fat separation
(paper I), is that it can achieve high resolution by selecting a later op echo
time. The later echo will allow more time for the readout gradients, and a
higher resolution to be achieved. However, as phase unwrapping is based on
phase differences between voxels, a larger phase error can be compensated
by a higher resolution.

6.1 Evaluation in Rat

In paper IV, fat-referenced imaging was evaluated in a rat model. The
rats were randomized into a control group (n=11), or a cold-exposure group
(n=12). The cold exposure group lived in +4 C○, and the control group con-
tinued to live in room temperature. After 4 days, the rats were euthanized
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and fixated into plastic frames, with liquid markers evenly placed along the
frame, see figure 6.2. The fixated rats were scanned by both MRI and dual-
energy CT (DECT). A high-resolutionDixon protocol was developed to clearly
depict the adipose depots of the rat. To give the readout gradint more time,
the echo times were shifted to the second op echo, and the third ip echo. The
longer echo times provided a voxel size of 0.42×0.42×0.42 mm3 (on a clini-
cal 3T scanner). Furthermore, the echo times were adjusted for each rat, as
the chemical shift of water is temperature dependent. The water peak shifts
with temperature (about 0.01 ppm/○C [92]), while those of lipids remains
chemical-shift stable [93]. To guarantee op/ip-imaging, the echo times were
adjusted based on the chemical shift between water and the main fat peak,
using the method we presented at ISMMRM 2012 [94]. The effect of the cal-
ibration can be seen in figure 6.1. The relative chemical shift between water
and fat was measured during scanning, using a single MRS voxel placed in an
AT–LT interface. Water and fat imageswere separated using the PSRmethod
of paper I, then calibrated using the MANA method of paper II and T ∗2 cor-
rected. Examples of the final water and fat images are shown in figure 6.2.

In the water-fat images, three known depots could be clearly depicted, in-
terscapular BAT (iBAT), periadrenal BAT (prBAT) and paraaortal BAT (pa-
BAT). To verify that the MRI observations were correct, CT guided biopsies
were collected directly after acquiring and reading the MRI images. White
adipose tissue andmuscle biopsies were also collected as controls. Computed
tomography images were acquired before and after each biopsy to verify that
the correct tissuewas sampled. Morphological analysis of the samples, aswell
as UCP1 sensitive staining, showed that BAT was correctly identified.

To evaluate the quantitative properties of fat-referenced BAT analysis, the
three BAT compartments were manually segmented in the MRI images. The
segmentations were then transfered to the DECT images by morphon-based
image registration [95]. The total volume of the rat was also measured by
a threshold applied to the CT images. Based on the fat-referenced images, it
was possible to observe that, compared to the control group, the cold exposed
rats had twice asmuch iBAT and three times asmuch periadrenal BAT, but no
significant difference in volume was observed around the aorta (the smallest
depot). All measurements were corrected for the total rat volume. There was
also a strong linear association between RFC and the Hounsfield units, with
a R2 of 0.83 at 80 keV and 0.8 at 140 keV.

6.2 Postmortem Imaging

After evaluating fat-referencedMRI in the rat model, themethod was applied
to postmortem imaging of infants (paper V). The experimental setup was ad-
justed to account for the rapid development of AT during infancy. Modifi-
cations in how AT was located were required, as the amount of fat in WAT
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(a) In vivo magnitude op-image (b) Rat magnitude op-image

(c) The phase op2 at different TE along the red lines in (a-b)

Figure 6.1: Illustrative example of how the double phase (phase of op2) acts in
AT–LT transitions. The blue line in (c) shows the double phase of (a) without
adjusting TEs and the red with adjustment based on the measured chemical
shifts between water and fat. The black line shows the phase along the line in
(b), which has been adjusted. In a proper op image the phase discontinuity
between AT and LT should disappear in op2.

increases rapidly during the early stages of infancy [96]. Furthermore, the
water–fat contrast is temperature dependent. This effect was more evident
here where the core temperatures were closer to 4○ C. The result of these fac-
tors was that the fat fraction of AT (and other tissues) varied greatly between
subjects. To account for these factors, the fat-reference calibration method
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(a) Water (b) RFC

Figure 6.2: Water andRFC image depicting the iBATdeport of a rat. Gradient
echo imageswere acquiredwith a voxel size of 0.42×0.42×0.42mm3 and then
water-fat separated using PSR. With this high resolution the iBAT depot is
clearly depicted, with distinct borders towards both WAT and LT. To the left
and right of the rat two of the localization markers are seen. These markers
were used to co-locate the MRI bat findings to the CT images used for the
image guided biopsies.

was modified to use manual segmentations of AT and muscle. The final fat-
referenced images were scaled such that 0 was set to the average fat signal of
muscle, and 1 to that of AT.

In paper V, the imagingmethodology was applied to 8 infants. Brown adi-
pose tissue like structures could be identified in the supraclavicular region,
the interscapular region and the periadrenal region. Interscapular biopsies
could be collected in 4 of the subjects, and periadrenal biopsies in one sub-
ject. The presence of BAT was verified by UCP1 staining in all 5 biopsies. The
biopsies were then compared to sBAT biopsies from 15 patients. The com-
parison showed iBAT had a more than 100 fold expression of ZIC1 mRNA,
compared to the other BAT biopsies. The finding was also confirmed by im-
munofluorescence. In mice, the ZIC1 gene is a marker of classic BAT [97],
which is typically found in the interscapular region. This study thus showed
the first evidence of classical BAT in humans.

6.3 Atlas-Based Quantification of BAT

The two main problems with water-fat MRI quantification of sBAT in adults,
are that it is challenging to separate WAT and BAT, and the depot itself can
be difficult to define. Further difficulty is added by the size of adults, which
may limit the image resolution and increase the negative effects of partial vol-
umes. Thus, pure BAT voxels may be hard to identify consistently. It is thus
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challenging to directly transfer the methodology developed in papers IV–V,
which resolved around segmentation of BAT compartments.

In the study published in paper VI, we wanted to measure how periodic
cold stimulation affected sBAT and the metabolism. The hypothesis was that
the cold stimulation should lead to an increasedbrowning of sBAT (i.e. a lower
fat concentration). We alsowanted to study if we could detect dynamic effects
on sBAT, caused by acute freezing. In this study, 28 subjects were recruited
and randomly assigned to either freeze (but not shiver) for at least one hour
daily for six weeks, or to be controls. As a higher dropout rate was expected
in the intervention group, it was larger than the control group. The final in-
tervention group, with complete MRI examinations, consisted of 13 subjects
and the control group of 12. Measurements acquired at baseline and after 6
weeks included sBAT (volume, RFC and T ∗2 ), body fat distribution (VAT and
total AT volume), a metabolic blood panel and the metabolic rate.

To measure the effect of acute cold stimulation, the subject wore two
water-cooled vests (one as a vest and the other wrapped around the legs).
The supraclavicular depot was imaged using a 12-echo GRE sequence with
op/ip-readout. After acquiring two sets of GRE images, icewaterwas pumped
through the vests and 10 additional GRE images were acquired with a 111 sec
interval. Water-fat images were separated from the GRE images using the
mpPSR algorithm. For the traditional body compositionmeasurements, a set
of overlapping 2-echo GRE images were acquired, and water fat separated
using PSR. The body images were analyzed using AMRA Profiler Research
(AMRAMedical AB, Linköping, Sweden).

Due to the many challenges of using water-fat MRI for sBAT quantifica-
tion, we wanted to construct an automated segmentation method. The idea
was that a computer ismore likely tomake the samedecisions twice than a hu-
man, thus increasing the precision, and the likelihood of detecting interven-
tion effects. The goal was to automatically identify an area in the supraclavic-
ular region where sBAT is likely to occur. Image segmentation by multi-atlas
voting was the method of choice, based on the favorable results in volumet-
ric body-composition analysis [32]. As illustrated in figure 6.4, this type of
segmentation use a set of labeled images that are registered to the image to
segment. The registration produces a mapping from the atlas to the target,
such that the label information can be transfered. The label suggestions from
each atlas can in turn be seen as votes, where a voxel with many votes is more
likely to belong to that label. If the vote maps generated by all labels are nor-
malized by the number of atlases, then the result can be interpreted as a type
of probability map. A binary segmentation can then be formed by applying a
threshold to the probability map.

The generation of the atlases is described in figure 6.3 and 6.4. The main
idea was to aggregate suspected BAT observations from all subjects, thus
defining an area where sBAT is likely to occur. Suspected sBAT voxels were
manually segmented by two readers, in the first water-fat image set acquired
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Figure 6.3: The anatomical atlases were created bymanually segmenting sus-
pectedBATwithin the supraclavicular compartment. Two readers segmented
each image independently. After segmenting all images the readers reached
a consensus for each subject. The final definition reach by the readers were
used as the BAT label of the atlases.

at baseline. The baseline water images were then used as atlases, and regis-
tered to all other neck images in a leave one out manner (self voting was not
allowed). This created an sBAT probability map for each image volume. To
convert the probability map to a binary segmentation, a threshold had to be
determined. Based on the between atlas registrations, the manual segmenta-
tion was compared to segmentation generated by all possible thresholds, and
the threshold that gave the maximal average DICE coefficient was selected.
The DICE coefficient was defined as:

DICE coefficent = 2 ⋅ TP
2 ⋅ TP + FP + FN

, (6.1)

where TP is the number of true positive voxels, FP the number of false positive
voxels and FN the number of false negative voxels.

After the training of the multi-atlas segmentation method, the threshold
was applied to all images (including the atlases themselves). The average
RFC and T ∗2 were measured within the segmented regions. Interestingly the
RFC of both groups tended to increase, although not significantly (p = 0.7

within each group). The T ∗2 decreased significantly in the intervention group.
An analysis of manually segmented volumes showed no significant volume
changes. However, when two non-complaint subjects were excluded, a signif-
icantly increased sBAT volume was observed in the intervention group. The
acute cold stimulation lowered the sBAT T ∗2 for all subjects, but with no sig-
nificant group differences. However, significant differences were observed
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in the metabolic rate, which decreased for the controls, and increased in the
intervention group. The metabolic rate was also measured under acute cold
stimulation, and it was observed that the intervention maintained the same
metabolic rate after 6 weeks, while the control group had a significantly lower
rate after 6 weeks.
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Figure 6.4: Themulti-atlas segmentation that defined the likely sBAT regions
consisted of a registration step, an aggregation step and a thresholding step.
In the registration step, the atlases were registered to the target images, and
the suspected BAT label was transfered to the target. The votes from the at-
lases were aggregated into a probability map. The final sBAT region was de-
terminedby applying a global threshold to the probabilitymap. The threshold
was determined by a multi-atlas segmentation of the atlases themselves. The
threshold that gave the highest averageDICE coefficient between the sBAT la-
bels and the suspected BAT labels was selected. To remove muscle and skin,
an additional threshold was applied to the fat-referenced image.

(a) Water (b) Fat

Figure 6.5: Example of the sBAT depot, as segmented by the multi-atlas
method presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER7
Discussion

This thesis has introduced a complete framework for fat-referenced MRI,
from water-fat image reconstruction to its application in body-composition
analysis and BAT analysis. The evaluations of the applications showed
that predictions, such as saturation invariance and sub-voxel precision, held
true for fat-referenced MRI. As with any measurement method, there are
strengths and weaknesses, which will be discussed throughout this chapter.

7.1 Strengths and Limitations of Fat Referenced
Imaging

One of the main benefits of fat-referenced MRI, is its insensitivity to the im-
age contrast. This aspect gives freedom when setting up the MRI protocol,
and lowers the variation between systems. Throughout this work, the focus
has been on T1-weighted images, and we primarily showed the saturation in-
variance in a parallel work together with Peterson et al. [31]. However, the
only saturation based assumption in fat-referenced MRI is that the satura-
tion is similar in the reference and measurement location, so there is little
reason to suspect that fat-referenced MRI cannot be applied to other image
contrasts (such as T2-weighted Dixon images). Although these type of images
may not be the ideal choice for body-composition imaging, theymay be suited
for other applications such as the quantification of muscle fat infiltration.

Resolution invariance is one of the major reasons for choosing fat-
referenced MRI in any body-composition analysis applications. A lower res-
olution can be directly transferred into a lowered scan time. The resolution
invariance has previously been shown by Hu et al. [4]. We have primarily
evaluated the resolution aspect in paper III and [32]. Although the effect of
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only changing the resolution cannot be isolated in neither of these studies, it
is unlikely that the good agreement between images is caused by error can-
cellation. There is, however, one resolution-related issue that has not been
previously discussed. As fat-referenced MRI is built around the identifica-
tion of pure AT voxels, there is a limit at which the resolution is too low for
pure AT voxel identification. In general the resolution should be sufficient
for most subjects, within common scan times and signal-to-noise limitations.
From experience, the resolution limit primarily affects images of very lean
subjects, and primarily in the chest and leg area. The very thin adipose struc-
tures produce a case in which a significant fraction of the identified AT voxels
are only partially AT. The partial volume effects will lead to a fat reference
signal that is lower than the fat signal from pure AT. Thus, the amount of AT
will be over-estimated. In absolute terms, this error should be small, as it is
a multiplicative error, and these subjects are very lean to begin with. The im-
plications of this issue is that a higher resolution may be needed if the focus
is on lean subjects. A more general recommendation, that reduces this effect
in transverse imaging, is to prioritize in-plane resolution over slice thickness,
thus utilizing that SAT structures are generally aligned along the feet-head
axis.

The image calibration in fat-referenced MRI can compensate for many
confounders, but there are limitations. First and foremost, a correctly re-
constructed water-fat image is required, as the calibration process will not
compensate for water-fat crosstalk caused by, for example eddy-currents or
water-fat swaps. These errors have to be removed prior to the fat-referencing
calibration. However, as the calibration process requires the interpolation
of the reference signal into other image segments, there will be inaccuracies
caused by the discrepancy between the interpolated fat intensity and what
would have been the true intensity of AT fat. In this thesis, MANA (paper
II) was developed with body-composition analysis in mind, i.e. it should ro-
bustly produce accurate results in a range of different anatomic locations. The
MANA method is conservative and robust, as it is only based on weighted
averages. A number of studies have also shown that MANA produces repro-
ducible measurements [31, 32, 68–70, 98]. Within all of these evaluation
studies, the same fairly large structures were analyzed, and it is likely that
any errors introduced by calibration inaccuracy mostly resulted in system-
atic errors. In body-composition analysis applications, the non-systematic
error introduced by calibration inaccuracy is most likely small compared to
the general test-retest precision. The best proof of a small calibration inaccu-
racy error is the field-strength comparison we did in [32], which shows that
there is nomajor differences in LT volumetry between field strengths. In gen-
eral,B1 inhomogeneity is a larger issue at 3T compared to 1.5 T, and from the
results in [32] there is little reason to suspect that calibration inaccuracies is
a large error source. However, the accuracy of fat-referenced measurements
is dependent on the distance to the signal reference, and some anatomic loca-
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tion will tend to be closer to the reference than others. Asmany error sources,
such asB1 inhomogeneity, are consistent between scans, it is likely that there
will be systematic differences between anatomic locations. For example, the
systematic calibration error might give the illusion of systematic differences
in fat between muscle groups. Thus, care should be taken in areas with large
inhomogeneity and few AT voxels. Two examples where this may be an issue
are the liver and muscles in the pelvis area. If the goal is to compare fat mea-
surements within such regions, then fat-referenced imagingmay benefit from
other interpolation methods. Alternatively, a PDFF based approach may be
more suitable, as the intensity reference is co-located with the measurement
area.

7.2 Fat-referenced Body-Composition Analysis

This thesis, and the studies that have been conducted in parallel to it,
clearly shows that fat-referenced MRI is a strong foundation on which body-
composition applications can be built. The auto calibration produce quan-
titative images, giving the user freedom to customize the MRI protocol and
make the most of the scanner’s capabilities. The quantitative images also al-
low faster and less complex image segmentation, as AT volumetry is largely
unaffected by over segmentation of AT into LT. The measurements are also
reproducible within scanners [32, 68–70, 98], but more work is needed to
asses the between scanner reproducibility.

The largest remaining issues with fat-referenced body-composition anal-
ysis is not the method itself, but rather to establish the value of tomographic
body-composition analysis in general. This more general issue can be formu-
lated as where, when and how it should be used. ”Where” relates to which
compartments that should be quantified. ”When” relates to in which cases
it is motivated to use MRI for body-composition analysis. The benefit must
out weigh the added cost and patient discomfort. Given all the possible mea-
surements, the last question is ”how” these body-compositionmeasurements
should be used and interpreted. The issue is not only how to relate the mea-
surements to a risk (which requires more prospective studies), but also how
the measurements should be represented. Throughout this thesis, the fo-
cus has mainly been on tissue volume, as it is a direct output. In an actual
body-composition application it is likely that the volumes have to be normal-
ized. For instance, many tissue volumes are expected to scale with height,
and should be height normalized to properly describe normal and abnormal
measurements [99].
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7.3 Brown adipose tissue

The study of BAT in rat (paper IV) shows that fat-referenced MRI and PSR is
applicable to pre-clinical BAT analysis. The resolution and sensitivity should
be sufficient for BAT studies in rat, and maybe mice. However, the true value
of pre-clinical BAT imaging is the in-vivo applicability. If the animal can be
followed over time, fewer animals may be required. The in-vivo performance
of fat-referenced MRI in rat has not yet been determined. In-vivo imaging of
live animals would likely require modifications to the MRI protocol, to miti-
gate artifacts from breathing and flow. Furthermore, the postmortem study
of paper V shows that the methodology is transferable to human postmortem
applications.

Regarding the possibility of translating the methodology into adult hu-
mans (in vivo), paper VI can give no clear answers. However, it was never the
intention of this cold stimulation study to evaluate the technical properties
of fat-referenced MRI. The goal was to study an intervention effect, and we
had expected a stronger sBAT response following the cold adaptation. Other
studies have shown that water-fat MRI is applicable to BAT characterization
in adults [46, 100–109]. Thus, the weak effect observed in paper VI is ether
caused by a lack of sBAT browning, or insufficient sensitivity combined with
a weak intervention effect. How fat-referenced MRI performs compares to
fat fraction based methods is also an area of further study. Although not re-
ported in paper VI, a substitution from RFC to fat fraction did not affect the
outcome.

The segmentation methodology of paper VI is likely a sound approach to
sBAT characterization. Themethodology is very similar to that of Lundström
et al. [110]. Bothmethods are based onwater-fat imaging andmulti-atlas seg-
mentation. The largest differences lies in how the target compartment is de-
fined, and the number of morphological operations after the multi-atlas reg-
istration. Our implementation focused on defining the location inwhich a hu-
manmost often observes sBAT like structures. We thenmeasured the fat and
T ∗2 properties of this region. Lundrstöm et al. focused on defining the com-
plete cervical-supraclavicular depot. Themethod also used a set of thresholds
on T ∗2 and fat fraction, combined with morphological operations. It is likely
that the segmentationmethod of paper VI can be improved by adding similar
criteria and morphological operations.

7.4 Future Work

This thesis has been centered around fat-referenced MRI as a foundation for
body-composition analysis and BAT analysis. Many of the aspects surround-
ing the applicability of fat-reference within these realms have been evalu-
ated. The inter-scanner repeatability is the largest technical question that
remains for body composition analysis. The 2PD separation algorithms differ
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between MRI manufacturers, and systematic differences may be introduced,
hence, this aspect should be studied further. For BAT analysis based on fat-
referenced MRI, its in vivo applicability needs to be further evaluated. This
evaluation could, for instance, consist of replicating a proven sBAT stimuli.
Preferably, this evaluation should be in a PET/MRI setup, so the RFC images
can be directly compared to the BAT metabolism.

Chapter 4 makes the predictions that the RFC images can be converted
to either PDFF or fat mass images (under certain conditions). In this thesis,
these predictions is a set of tools withwhichwe can understand fat-referenced
MRI, and how it relates to other methods. But, it also means that the mea-
surements are connected and can be estimated from each other. The validity
of these predictions is one aspect of fat-referenced MRI that should be stud-
ied further, to asses the validity of the signal model. The common unknown
factor when converting RFC to either PDFF or fat mass, is the composition
of AT. It would thus, be interesting to include an AT model that can predict
V AT
f and PDFFAT , in the fat-referenced framework. If it is possible to pre-
dict (ormeasure) these parameters, the quantitative aspects of fat-referenced
MRI would be greatly expanded.

This thesis has been focused on the fat compartment of the tissue model.
However, both the MRI-invisible and water compartments are interesting
andwarrants further study. For instance, the possibility to quantify tissue hy-
dration is a very exiting prospect. Quantification of tissue hydration has the
potential to open up a whole new field of applications. At ISMRM and RSNA,
we have presented results from a study showing that the fat-referenced water
signal is proportional to the tissue hydration [111, 112]. In this pilot study, we
saw that the fat-referenced water signal of skeletal-muscle tissue correlates
with its hydration level. In this study, dialysis patients underwent a whole-
body water-fat scan pre and post hemodialysis. The calibrated water signal
showed to be predictive of the removed water, despite that fat should be a
poor reference (due to B1 inhomogeneity). The variable flip angle caused by
B+1 leads to spatially varying fat and water saturation, which fat-referenced
calibration cannot compensate for in the water image. However, this pilot
study still shows that the calibrated water signal contains unique informa-
tion. If this information can be converted to a hydration quanta, then there
are possible applications within dialysis care, e.g. estimating dry weight and
treatment monitoring. This work is only at the beginning and the contrast
mechanism is not fully understood, but it is an evolution of fat-referenced
MRI that should be evaluated in depth.

Breast-density is a predictor of breast cancer risk [113] and the ability to
estimate the risk based on the LT–AT distribution has been the topic in two
parallel works to this thesis. In one study, we show that the concentration
of LT within the breast can predict breast density based on mammography
readings [78]. In the second study, we saw that the MRI measured breast
density correlated with inflammation markers (indicating increased cancer
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risk) [75]. This application is interesting, as MRI is not uncommon when
screening high risk individuals, and the RFC-image analysis is next to triv-
ial. There are, however, many remaining questions. In the first study, a high
correlation can be expected, and from this study there is no way to know if
the MRI-measured density is predictive of cancer risk. In the second study,
only dense and non-dense breasts were included, so it cannot determine if
there is a dose–response relationship between LT fraction and inflammation
markers. But, as both the MRI protocol and the image analysis are easy to
implement, there is little technical obstacles for setting up further studies.

7.5 Concluding Remarks

Writing a thesis centered around a new measurement instrument has been
challenging. While it is possible to measure precision, it is hard to know if
it is good enough (without a clear application). Likewise, the accuracy can
be estimated by comparing the instrument to others. But, what if there are
no good reference instruments? In this work, I have tried to balance around
these uncertainties by combining method development with application de-
velopment. The drawback has been that compromises had to be done be-
tween study goals and technical evaluations. Thus, some technical aspects of
fat-referenced MRI could not be fully addressed. However, a strength of the
evaluations that have been done, is that they are representative of real usage
scenarios.

The aim of this thesis was to develop, and evaluate, a complete framework
for fat-referenced MRI, which I clam to have done. Aim 1, was to develop
a water-fat separation method for op/ip GRE-images. This aim was mainly
born out of practical necessity, and resulted in the PSRmethod. Aim 2, was to
further formalize the fat-referenced MRI theory, which resulted in the three-
compartmentmodel of chapter 4. Aim 3, was to develop a calibrationmethod
for whole-body applications, and resulted in theMANAmethod that has been
applied to most works in my bibliography. The MANAmethod has also been
incorporated into AMRA’s software suit, and used to analyze the body compo-
sition of thousands of subjects. Aim 4, was to evaluate fat-referenced MRI as
a foundation for body-composition analysis. This thesis, in combination with
the related studies that have been running in parallel to it, have addressed
the most critical aspects. The conclusion is that fat-referenced MRI is suit-
able for body-composition analysis. Aim 5, was to evaluate the applicability
in BAT analysis, which has not only been proven but also lead to the new and
unexpected discovery of classic BAT in humans.
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